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want me somehow I seem to be a
misfit In New York. Out here, I feel
as though I bad come back home, that
I am breathing my native air, that I
have come Into my own!
"Then If you marry one of our
neighbors you will belong to us en
tirely. I hope there Isn't anybody
back In the east."
Rose laughed
"No
body there or anywhere else, auntie!
"Then that's all right!" declared
Mrs. Riddle so emphatically that the
girl laughed once more.
Two months passed and October
came with crisp mornings, sunny
noons, and long golden and purple af
ternoons. Rose Carson rode every day
day, sometimes alone and occasional
ly accompanied by her uncle or one
of his trusted men
One of these men from the Riddle
ranch was a long, lean, sandy-haireindividual, named Phlnny, who usual
ly wore a dissatisfied frown as though
the escorting of lovely young women
along meandering trails bored him ex
tremely. On the contrary he was lm
mensely flattered that Mr. Riddle had
chosen him as body guard to bis niece.
Mr. Pblnney was fond of a Joke.
"Who Is that?' 'inquired Rose one
day as they met a man riding up the
trail.
Mr. Phlnney favored the stranger
with a scowl and received in return a
look of amusement from a pair of dark
blue eyes.
"That," he said after the stranger
had passed beyond bearing, "that
there gent Is none other than the
greatest desperado of the plains. His
name Is Henderson, Duke Henderson
and he's got a record that Jesse James
would have been real proud to have
v
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"To think that I should come back
to Montana again!" Rose Carson
sighed blissfully as Mr. Riddle drove
into the yard of the ranch and skill
fully turned the spirited horses around
by the side door.
"We hope to keep you here this
time, my dear!" he said as she sprang
to the ground and rushed Into the am'
pie embrace of his wife.
"My dear child! It's delightful to
tnink that your foolish mother de
cided to go away again, and that you
are senij back to us so soon. I am
glad that your mother decided to go
abroad otherwise we would have had
a lonely winter! Tell me; Is Agatha
going to marry that
Eng
llshman?"
Rose Carson laughed merrily at
Aunt Ruth's eager questioning. To
both of them, Mrs. Carson's numerous
love affairs were a never-ceasin-g
topic
of interest. Rose's mother was young
and ridiculously pretty for a widow
with a grown up daughter. She was
Indeed a frivolous, rather selfish per-Bobut withal so charming in her
that one could not be en
tirely vexed with her. This was the
second time she had sent her daughter
out to spend the winter with the Rid
dies In Montana Mrs. Carson had
been a Riddle while the little widow
calmly appropriated her comfortable
Income to purposes of pleasure.
"Do you believe your mother will
marry that Englishman?"
repeated
Mrs. Riddle, sitting down In Rose's
room while the girl removed the dust
of the long ride from the railroad station.
"Dear Aunt Ruth, I really believe
that mother will marry Mr. Chlcester
before she returns to New York. I
confidently expect to receive from her
a perfectly charming little letter announcing that she has decided that It
would be best for her future happiness
and hoping that I will not feel too badly about "It." Rose's eyes were very
bright as she brushed her brown hair
into shiny coils around her head. x
Mrs. Riddle was perturbed. "I hope
you you really would feel badly,
wouldn't you, dear?"
'
"Yes, and no," answered the girl
slowly. "Mother and I are so very
different, you know. We don't care for
the same person or the same things. I
could be perfectly happy here with you
and Uncle Rob the rest of my life
while mother would be miserable if she
had to stop here one night There's
the whole description of our characters in a nutshell."
"And you don't care for New York
It does seem as though people had
such a good time there I" sighed Mrs.
Riddle.
"They do and they get bored with It
all. The people who really have
good time In New York are the visitors. I would rather live out here
and be one of the visitors sometimes."
"Really, Rose?"
"Cross my heart!" She smiled sunnily at Mrs. Riddle.
"I am so glad, dear, because if your
mother does marry ber Englishman,
why Ralph and I want you to come
out here and make your home with us
for the rest of your days If you wish,
but I hope you will marry one of our
splendid men and make a home for
yourself."
" Rose threw ber arms around ber
aunt and kissed ber tenderly.
"I shall be so happy If you really
1912,
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Women Doctors In Siberia.
A number of Influential Siberians
ire petitioning the ministry of education in St. Petersburg to allow women
to be admitted to the medical faculty
in the University of Tobolsk. The petitioners point out that there la a
for women doctors In SI- 6erla, field
where it Is often difficult for set
tlers to get medical aid. There are
many Mohammedans In the country,
and It is explained that only women
doctors can come to their help in
as they do not permit men to

d

owned.1

"Indeed!" gasped Rose. "What has
he done?"
"What hasn't he done? There you
have the answer," returned Mr. Phln
ney.
"Look out for him, ma'am," he
warned gloomily. "Why he . would
steal the very horse you're riding on
if I hadn't been along!"
I would
run that risk Just th
same," said Rose rather haughtily,
but afterwards when she was in ber
own room she laughed heartily and
later on grew quite sober.
He looked very grave and harm
less except for his blue eyes. I wo-

nder"

After that Rose did not seem to
care to ride out even under the pro
tection of Mr. Phlnney, although she
gave no reason for her sudden resolu
tion.
After supper one night while Rose
sat at the piano playing very softly
there came the heavy tramping of feet
from the piazza and Mr. Riddle entered the room accompanied by the
desperado, Duke Henderson.
Rose
flushed and gave her hand to the
stranger as Mr. Riddle performed the
introduction.
I'll go and bring Mrs. Riddle," said
Uncle Rob, and he hastily departed,
leaving Rose alone with the desper
ado.

Rose found herself avoiding the
glance of a pair of sparkling eyes, eyes
that under happy circumstances might
be very gay indeed .
Rose wondered if he knew how
handsome he looked sitting there in
bis cowboy costume, his strong brown
fingers twisting his felt hat Into a
dozen shapes. If he did know It, It
gave-hino pleasure, for once be
sighed heavily and again he glanced
swiftly at her, and as their eyes met
he resumed his stare at the floor.
It Is a glorious night," be said at

Mrs. Riddle waited In the plana un
til the three had galloped out of sight,
and she smiled with satisfaction as
she returned to the parlor.
"The little minx!" she chuckled
tbroatlly.
Henderson rode beside Mr. Riddle
and left Rose In peace on the other
side of her uncle. None of them
talked much save the men, who spoke
now and then In monosyllables, commenting on the condition of the country, and the abundant rainfall. Overhead the moon rode high In the blue
arch of sky and before them stretched
a boundless plain.
All at once Mr. Riddle uttered
a
sharp exclamation and dismounted to
discover that his horse had gone suddenly lame. There was nothing for
them to do but to return to the ranch.
This Mr. Riddle would not hear of.
"I was going to take you on to Silver Springs, Rose. Now Henderson
will escort you and I will wait here.
It Is only a couple of miles farther
on."
"But Uncle Rob, I'd rather not go,"
protested Rose, but Mr. Riddle Insisted, and so while Duke Henderson rode
beside her In grim appreciation of her
grudgingly given companionship they
covered the rest of the distance to Stiver Springs, and pulling In their
horses looked together into the sparkling silver waters at thelty ;eet
"Witches are abroad tonight," remarked Mr. Henderson.
"Nonsense," returned Rose sharply.
"Ghosts may walk!"
"Fiddlesticks."
"I knew a girl'ln New York who
had her fortune toid one day the seer
prophesied that the girl would marry
a bandltl What do you think of

that?"

Rose started violently as she remembered the remark of Mr. Pblnney
the first time they bad met Duke Henderson.
"I am a bandit, according
Ben
Pblnney," went ' on Mr. Henderson.
"He takes pleasure In pointing me out
to strangers as the prototype of Jesse
James."
"He told me that Jesse James would
have been proud to have had your
record," murmured Rose, looking down
at the silver pool.
"Yet you do not seem alarmed," ob
served Henderson.
"Of course not"
"That 'of course not' Is the first
symptom I've had that you remember
we are old friends and that I kissed
you once." he said quietly.
"Duke Henderson! how dare you re
member that? Why why I didn't
know you were going to do It and I
didn't like it I told you I hated you
I do Indeed I do! I don't know what
you are doing out here I thought
perhaps I might might " Her voice
trembled ominously.
"And I knew that you loved me all
the time. Rose, and I've been hoping
that you'd be true to yourself and own
up that you do! You can run from one
end of the world to the other, but you
can't get away from loving me." He
slipped from his saddle and stood close
beside ber horse.
She looked down at him through
sudden tears.
"I'm coming, Duke," she whispered
softly, and slipped down Into his arms.
When Ben Phlnney saw the two rid
ing homeward ilke lover.; he uttered
an astonished 'ejaculation.
'Well It didn't take her long to
tame thai there desperado."

Crltlcal Even on Deathbed.
The eccentrlo John Randolph of
Roanoke, according to a recently pub"Charming."
"Mr. Riddle says you're going out lished letter describing his last mo
for a ride with him he has been ments, even on bis deathbed was critkind enough to say that I may accom ical In matters of orthoepy. A Quaker
acquaintance, In trying to comfort the
pany you. I hope you don't mind?"
"Oh, no!" she said hastily. "If you dying man by reading a passage of
will excuse me I will go and put on Scripture, said "omni potent" "Rais
ing himself from the pillow," says the
my riding skirt"
He held open the door for ber and. letter, "Randolph exclaimed,
"
slrl Read that
as she passed blm, there might have
been the slightest toss of her bead. The reader explained that Friends proWhen Rose came down again she nounced the word as be had read It in
order to give It greater effect Ranwas a fair picture In a
bablt with a felt bat perched on the dolph gasped out, "That Is wrong, sir;
read it always omnlp-o-tenback of her head.
slrl"
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ART IN SERVING

FOOD TIPS

HALF PLEASURE OF EATING
THROUGH THE EYE.
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Play Large Part In Artlstlo
Service Everything From Fish
to Dessert Can Be Molded
Hollow Ring Is Favorite.

Molds-

-

NO.
ON

COOKING

17.

CEREALS

8ome
Wholesome and
Nutritious Foods That Deserve
a Revival.
oatmeal requires a
much longer time to cook, as every
one knows, than the kind usually
found for sale nowadays. Yet many
housekeepers prefer it, and when they
can get it gladly take the extra trouble required to prepare it. To cook
It use a scant quart of water to every
heaping cupful of the cereal. Salt It
and boil It two hours the day before
serving. Then turn It Into a double
boiler and let it cook slowly all night.
In the morning bring It forward and
let It boll up well for a minute or two.
Serve Immediately while hot. Some
palates prefer a thicker gruel. In
which case only three cupfuls of water
to a cupful of the meal.
Samp Is a delicious old cereal that
should be see more often on the tables of today. Like
oatmeal it requires long cooking. It Is
very nice for Sunday suppers or as a
starchy vegetable in place of rice or
potatoes for dinner. Soak In water
two cupfuls of samp all night. In the
morning wash thoroughly. Cover with
boiling water and cook steadily all
day, adding more water as It bolls
down. An hour before serving btir Into It a tablespoonful of butter and a
cupful of milk. Season thoroughly
with salt. Boil up well and serve
hot.
Left over samp Is very nice fried.
Grease a very hot frying pan and
spread the hominy over It. Season
with a little salt and pepper. Brown
and fold like an omelet Serve with
tomato sauce.'
wheat calls for four
cupfuls of cold water for every cupful
of the grain. Let It come gradually
to the boiling point and cook steadily
for one hour.

Half the pleasure of eating
through the eye. If food Is well serv
ed and cooked, a meal Is a success.
though the quantity and variety of the
food may be limited.
Molds play a large part In this
dainty service. Everything, from fish
to dessert, can be molded. Even the
soup might be. If It happens to be
Jellied consomme, and new shapes are
constantly brought out.
The ordinary mold is of heavy tin
but the woman who objects to using
tin, especially for acids, can buy
or aluminum.
earthenware
These
last two cost more, and in them there
are fewer shapes.
Various sizes can be bad, from a
quart to many quarts. The very large
ones are made to order. Individual
molds are also popular, though the
large ring or form shapes are more
convenient and more fashionable for
general use.
Probably the favorite mold for most
purposes is a hollow ring, round or
oval. The round ones are better 11 k
ed, but either shape Is good. These
come with a lid for desserts that must
be frozen, and without one for asplces
mousses, blanc manges and vegeta
bles.
With one of these ring molds the
clever hostess can even glorify hash
or vegetable leftovers. Macaroni made
Into a timbale and put In a ring, with
the center filled
with creamed chick
,
nr.lrrrbror-flshmakes an appetizing
luncheon dish. V
Vinegar Pie.
Mashed potatoes may be quickly
Beat the yolks of four eggs to a
formed Into a hollow ring with one of
cream; pour one and a half
these molds, the center being filled thick
with Iamb chops, creamed sweet- pints boiling water over them; stir
while pouring. Place on stove to
breads or fried chicken.
For salads and desserts the ring keep boiling; mix well together one
mold Is Invaluable.
For the former and a half cups sugar and four tablean aspio is usually made, plain or spoons flour or corn starch and stir
vegetable, and the center Is filled with into the boiling egg and water; stir
any desired mixture In fruit salad, or constantly until a smooth paste. Add
with a meat or fish salad, or even a pinch of salt and four tablespoonsful
mayonnalsed celery or shredded let vinegar. Stir all well together; pour
into rich ready baker crust and let
tuce with a sour cream dressing.
An attractive salad Is made by us bake until well set. Beat the whites
cup
Ing two sizes of oval or round molds to a stiff froth; add one-hal- f
that fit Into each other. In the outer sugar; spread on the pies and brown;
and larger one Is put a white chicken by adding one teaspoonful lemon ex
aspic, and In the Inner one a tomato tract to whites you have an excellent
aspic. The center Is filled with cubes lemon pie. This makes two large
of grape fruit, apple and maraschino pies.
cherries dotted thickly over the top
Orange Jelly a la Francalse.
and well mixed with mayonnaise.
For orange Jelly a la Francalse peel
separate dish of mayonnaise
A
should be passed with most molded six oranges as thin as possible. Pour
salads, as It Is not easy to get enough over them a pint of hot, clarified
dressing without destroying the ap syrup, and cover the bowl containing
them very closely. Squeeze the Juice
pearance of the form
Another appetizing effect Is had by from twelve oranges and four lemons,
using a round ring mold and filling and then mix It with the syrup and
the center with a fancy mold that strain the whole through a napkin.
fits closely and Is much higher. Thu Add immediately two ounces of clara cucumber aspic In the ring can have ified Isinglass and six drops of pre
halibut or salmon salad arranged In pared cochineal. Stir the Jelly thorthe fancy form that fits closely In the oughly and pour It Into a mould imring when turned out. If halibut Is bedded In crushed Ice. Lemon Jelly a
used, mix with shredded green pep- la Francalse may be prepared In the
pers and olives for color, or the sweet same way, except that the cochineal
must be omitted and four ounces of
red peppers finely chopped.
This arrangement Is' equally attrac- sugar added to modify the acidity of
tive for dessert, this ring being of ice the lemons.
cream and the center of wine Jelly.
A simpler dessert might
Toasted Rice Cakes.
have the
Boll one cup rice until tender, press
outer ring of chocolate blanc mange,
with nuts mixed through It, the fancy In a buttered dish and put it in the Ice
form being filled with whipped cream. chest with a weight upon it. The next
This may be slightly stiffened with day cut the rice into slices
gelatine If it will not hold Its' shape.
Inch thick, grease a toaster and toast
Nothing Is prettier than a round or the slices a delicate brown. Serve with
oval ring mold of French vanilla Ice maple sirup.
cream heaped high with fruit In its
season,
Blacking Stoves.
strawberries,
raspberries,
peacbes, oranges and bananas. HomeBefore blacking the stove, draw the
made Ice cream served In this way ends of fingers across a bar of hard
has all the air of a novelty dessert. soap, scratching off enough to fill
For further adornment whipped cream under the nails, and so keep the
may be put on the top of fruit through blacking from lodging there, which Is
a tube to make fancy forms.
so difficult to remove.
1

one-hal-

f

t,

see their wives and daughters. Many
women have entered the medical profession In Russia proper, and there
are a great many women practicing
dentistry, a department
of surgery
which does not seem to have attractions for the English woman. Moscow Correspondence in London Standard.
Would That This Were True.

The principal authors met and formed a union for the sake of publishing
a set of rules of writing-- . As a prsllm- -

lnary, they agreed that after this no
hero would be permitted to flick the
ashes from his cigarette or cigar. Also
that no heroine shall hereafter bury
ber head in her hands or drop her
eyes to the floor. The full set of restrictions will be announced later.
Life.
Freedom a Right.'
Freedom Is not a gift bestowed upon
us by other men, 'jut a right that belongs to us by the laws of God and
of nature Benjamin Franklin.

Dry Clean Blanket.
White blankets often become slightly soiled, but not enough for washing.
They can be dry cleaned successfully
with flour and salt Take a medium
sized dlshpan full of flour and a small
sack of salt; mix well, rub soiled
parts in it. When the soil disappears,
shake well and bang out In a good
wind, and the blanket will be like new
again. At this time of year one can
find bargains in blankets which happen to be a little soiled on the exTreating them In this
posed side.
way will remove all traces of dust

Planked Steak With Oysters.
an extra sirloin neatly
Have
trimmed; put it on the broiler; broil
five minutes on one side; turn and
broil five minutes on the other side.
Make the planking board very hot
while the steak is broiling. Put the
steak on, garnish the board quickly
with mashed potatoes and put It under the broiler. Turn the steak once.
Dust it with salt and pepper and rub
It with butter.
Cover the top with
broiled oysters, then run it again under the broiler for a few minutes.
Serve very hot.

1
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and four parts small, clean broken
HOUSEHOLD EXTPJXT
stone. The word "clean" to a cement HALF PLEASURE OF EATING 18
HOHE rtAOE ROOmtR
man means that the sand and atone
THROUGH THE EYE.
must be entirely free from, or contain
' Every home should make root-beonly a trace of ciay or ordinary earth,
in springtime for its dell- because clay or loam will prevent adand its fine tonic
ciousness
In
Artlstlo
Largo
Part
hesion of the cement to the stone, Molds Play
properties.
Fish
From
Everything
Service
will
be
and, If used, the concrete
rvar rour lu' iMBlu
to Dessert Can Be Molded
crumbly. The manner of mixing difS&. FlMMgiV turn
Hollow Ring Is Favorite.
fers somewhat with different workWrit m for prmmlam pascfe.
THE CHARLES E. HIRES CO.
men; but the old method of mixing
255 N. Brod St- - PhtlMielphla,P,
Half the pleasure of eating Is
the materials thoroughly dry, then
mixing them thoroughly wet, has nev- through the eye. If food Is well server been Improved upon.
ed and cooked, a meal Is a success,
A KCcCDEHFUL DISCOVERY.
If the owner understands some of though th quantity and variety of the
ThtnB the litre of renr?h nd cxpr1ment, wtiwi M
the general principles of cement con food may be limited.
po to Break. 1b mnwked ly tit swleutltto for
L
tMture,
struction, he Is in much better posiMolds play a large part In this th oomfnrt ami
happlneea of num. faience has Inatrtdos during the pant century, and
deed made
fish
contractors
from
with
and
deal
talk
Everything,
to
dainty
service.
tion
amonft the ljr no meani leant Important dis'Mr. William A. Risilfcird will angwar the cellar excavation used In the mixtea In medicine euniea that nf Tberaplun. which
ami give advice FREK OF ture that goes through the machine. and with much better satisfaction on to dessert, can be molded. Even the cover
Iteen ubh1 with great uoetoea In
baa. we
Hospitals and tbnt It Is worth the attensoup might be. If it happens to be the French
COST on all subjects pertaining to the In a case of this kind, the only teamof those who bu tier from kidney, bladder or
tion
subject if building, for the readers of this ing necessary Is to have the bags of
weaknmtBe, ulcer, skin
Jellied conaomme, and new shapes are nervous piles, chronic
.,
think thre ts no doubt, a
eruptions,
jiaper. On account of his wide experience
constantly brought out.
fart It seems evident from the blp stir created
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he cement, the mlllwork Joists and lum
deettned
PpeclallBts, that THERAPION
The ordinary mold Is of heavy tin, amonuRt
Is, without dnubt, the highest authority ber necessary for the floors, and the
to cast Into ohllvton all thone questionable remedies
men.
of
medical
were
sole
formerly
the
reliance
using
tltat
to
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries shingles and rafters for the roof.
objects
who
but the woman
ooiime Impossible to tell sufferers all we should
to William A. Radford. No. ITS West
buy ItlikeIs of
can
acids,
to tell them In this ehort article, but thone who
especially
for
tin,
block
house
cement
a
building
In
only
III.,
and
Interested and would like to know more altout this
Jackson boulevard. Chicago,
These are
la, j mfc
or aluminum.
remedy that has effected so manywe mlKht almoet
stamp for reply.
I earthenware
where stone Is plentiful, It Is a good
nclose two-cesay miraculous cures, have only to send addressed
I
oafMMU
ten
in
foot.
there
more,
them
and
cost
two
Clero Med. Co.,
up
to
wall
i
last
the
stone
envelope
a
91
lay
for VHVK Tmok to Dr.
plan to
I
lit- '"(.
Haverstofk Koad, Hempstead, London, En g. and decide
are fewer shapes. V
"A cement block house 35 leet long grade line, and to plaster the wall on
for themselves whether The Mew French Keiuedy,
and whteh
Various sizes can be had, from a "THERAPION, Is what they reqnlre
by 31 feet wide, without measuring the outside with a layer of cement
may have been seeklnir la vain during a lift of
very large they
quarts.
many
The
quart
to
from
the
dampness
The
plan.
keep
mortar
to
In
the
this
given
onhapplaesa.
Is
suffering,
health
and
misery,
porches,
untold
the
ones are made to order. Individual
first cement houses were expensive ground from striking through into the
u
molds are also popular, though the
and unsatisfactory, because no one cellar. The top of this stone wall allarge ring or form shapes are more
knew how to make the blocks or how so receives a coat of cement mortar;
convenient and more fashionable for
to avoid the many little difficulties In fact the stones that compose the
general use.
THE OTTO WEISS CHICK FEED
ao3 j
yam
that presented themselves. Mechani- wall are laid In cement, and the InterProbably the favorite mold for most A Complete Balanced Ration for Baby Chlrk- -i
cal Ingenuity, however, and our ac- stices are filled with broken pieces
purposes is a hollow ring, round or It !t cheap becaue It Bare- - all the Uttl- - one- -.
quired knowledge of mixing cements, embedded In the soft cement mortar.
ovaL The round ones are better lik- THE OTTO WEISS ALFALFA STOCK FOOD COMPAXT.WIcMtl, In.
gravel, broken stone, and cinders, This makes a very solid Btone wall
ed, but either shape 1,1b good. These
machines, and a splendid foundation for the cewith Improved
come with a lid for desserts that must RURAL HOME LIGHTING
have simplified matters until It is ment blocks.
No home too email, or town too arge to ltfrht tue
be frozen, and without one for asptces, cessfully
One difficulty which has now been
now quite possible to build a better
'lth Acetylene,
free Estimate of
vegetamanges
and
cement
of
designing
mousses,
blano
Is
overcome
money
the
than
less
cost by dropping lie a card. Tn Wichita AcflyltM
house of cement for
Second Floor Plan.
Santi
Co,
I.
MMuiuturinf
windows
ft Ah Wichita. I
around
fit
in
the
blocks
bles.
that
the ordinary wooden house costs.
With one of these ring molds the
and doors, and that match right at both sides. It Is an important piece
Of course there are many side
Delicate Point.
which affect this general state- the corners, without the necessity of- of work to start to build a house that clever hostess can even glorify hash
They are a happy Sewlckley couple.
ment. In some parts of the country. making a whole lot of blocks of spe- one expects to live in probably for or vegetable leftovers. Macaroni made
a number of years, and it pays well to into a timbale and put In a ring, with They haven't been married very long.
read up and know for certain whethe- the center filled with creamed chick- In fact, the honeymoon has barely
r1 things are Just aa others represent en, lamb or fish, makes an apietlzlng waned. An elderly friend met the
them or not.
luncheon dish.
bridegroom downtown yesterday ' and
One point In making a cellar bottom
Mashed potatoes may be quickly slapped him on the back.
that every one should know, relates formed Into a hollow ring with one of
"Well, happy as a lark, I suppose?"
to the manner of leveling the ground. thse molds, the center being filled
"Oh, yes."
A cellar bottom usually is not put In with lamb
chops, creamed sweet"How's the cooking?"
floor
are
in
first
until after the
Joists
breads or fried chicken.
"I have one trouble there. It's Just
ring
place. The Joists, of course, are level,
For salads and desserts the
this, my wife hue been preparing angel
and it is easy to level the cellar bot- mold is invaluable. For the former food every day for dinner."
tom to the Jolsta by using a measur
an aspic Is usually made, plain or
"You must be getting tired of it"
ing stick of the proper length; but vegetable, and the center is filled with
"I am. Yet I feel a hesitancy about
floor'should
or
corIn
salad,
one
lower
be
fruit
the
any desired mixture in
saying anything. How soon after the
ner, enough to drain readily. Every with a meat or fish salad, or even honeymoon would it be proper to ask
cement cellar bottom should have a mayonnalsed celery or shredded letn for beefsteak and onions?" Pittsburg
drain to carry off the water when the tuce wtth a sour cream dressing.
Post.
cellar la being cleaned. A clean celAn" attractive salad Is made by uslar Is necessary for health; and If ing two sizes of oval or round molds
Heard on the Waterfront.
provision is made for easy washing that fit Into each other. In the outer
Some
ancient mariners were sitting
cleaning
Is
built, the
when the cellar
and larger one is put a white chicken In a seaport tavern relating their ex"
tl.' JOMwill be done much oftener than It will aspic, and in the Inner one a tomato
LJ
-'
fogs.
be It- - this precaution is neglected.
aspic. The center Is filled with cubes periences of one old salt, "I've seen
H"
said
"Ah!"
Another point that should be care of grape fruit, apple and maraschino
fully attended to, Is the cement top cherries dotted thickly over the top BOiue preuy idick logs u "x I'mo.
Why, off the coast of Newfoundland the
surface. This should be about three- - and well mixed with mayonnaise.
fog was sometimes so thick that we
an
composed
thick,
of
Inch
quarters
mayonnaise
of
separate
A
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large,
are
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sizes.
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are
stone
the right kinds of sand and
used to sit on the deck rail and lean
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one
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of
of
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molded
most
passed
evwith
be
up
should
quickly
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when
abundant; In other places, they must and the wall
against it! We were sitting one night
firBt
thoroughly
sand,
sharp
get
clean,
enough
easy
to
not
Is
as
salads,
gone
it
together right; but
be brought from a distance. In ce- erything
as usual, with our backs to the fog,
thoroughly
ap
dry,
then
mixed
mixed
destroying
the
dressing without
ment construction, one of the greatest when you have to stop and chisel
when suddenly the fog lifted, and we
will
follow
enough
water
so
that
wet
pearance of the form.
problems 1b the cost of teaming the blocks to fit, then the expense for
bit thick,
the trowel in smoothing. This coat
Another appetizing effect Is had by all went flop Into the Bea. A Chronicle,
labor mounts up at a lively rate.
Before signing the contract, find should be put on the concrete base using a round ring mold and filling wasn't it?" San Francisco
out positively If the builders know ex while the concrete Is still damp; oth- the, center with a fancy mold that
Slightly Puzzled.
actly how to design and manufacture erwise it may not stick properly, and fits closely and Is much higher. Thus
j
flwirw I
"Say, pa?"
blocks that will go together without you will have a' floor that sounds hol- a cuoumber aspic In the ring can have
low, or that may crack and peel.
"What is it?"
'
halibut or salmon salad arranged In
this extra expense. The house-owne- r
Another point In cement construc the fancy form that fits closely In the
"Which union does a Jack of all
Is the one to pay the bills whether the
opportunity
to
the
make
the
belong to?"
is
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tion
or
halibut
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contract
out.
trades
If
turned
under
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built
when
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bouse
I
mrr
who under cellar window sills of cement, and to used, mix with shredded green pepI day labor. A contractor
5" FT"
The Worst of . .It.
stands his business will make a bid embed the frames thoroughly and pers and olives for color, or the sweet
t mn
duuuuj
ua you Keep a cook,i Mrs. r..t
that Is reasonable; but a contractor carefully in the wall. In the northern red peppers finely chopped.
country
cold
Is
where
parts
the
of
the
"Madam, I not only keep the cook,
who has not had experience In cement
This arrangement Is equally
block construction Is likely to lead extreme In winter, this precaution will
for dessert, this ring being of Ice but also her entire family."
himself and the owner into difficul help a great deal in making a frost- cream and the center of wine Jelly.
'
proof cellar.
have the
ties.
A simpler dessert might
Hollow cement blocks are very
outer ring of chocolate blanc mange,
much the best. They require consld
with nuts mixed through it, the fancy
Hurt Her Nerves.
erably less material in the making;
form being filled with whipped cream.
go
your
to
to
has
had
wife
"I bear
and the open space In the wall is
a sanitarium. Nothing serious, I trust.' This may be slightly stiffened with
benefit, as It provides an Insulation
"Not very serious. You see, she is gelatine if It will not hold its shape. or
against heat, cold, and dampness, secretary of the Woman's club."
Nothing is prettier than a round
-which is an absolute necessity for
there's a period when the
oval ring mold of French vanilla Ice
Yes?"
comfort and healthfulness.
kernels are plumped out with
"And after carrying the club mln cream heaped high with fruit In Its
raspberries,
strawberries,
Provision Is made In this plan for utes all winter in her head, she sat season,
a vegetable milk, most nutri- a cement floor in the cellar, as well down the other day and tried to write peaches, oranges and bananas. Hometious.
as a cement outside cellar entrance, 'em out"
made Ice cream served In this way
First Floor Plan.
are
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and
of
novelty
which,
walls
dessert.
the
has all the air of a
As the corn ripens the
heavy materials necessary to make built together and, when finished
For further adornment whipped cream
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a
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"milk" hardens, and finally
man
wife
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a
may be put on the top of fruit through
the blocks; but there are locations really make one big, solid stoneconbecomes almost flinty.
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crete
house
for
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the
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built, and the gravel or sand from four Inches of grouting, which Is com "dough" like her fattier.
Dry Clean Blankets.
White blankets often become
soiled, but not enough for washing.
mitted himself to be separated from j watching the procession, and asked:
Test of Friendship.
They can be dry cleaned successfully
"Who's dead, sonny ?'
A momber of the board of education tips was loose In the head and not
The newsle looked at his ques- with flour and salt Take a medium
who was present at the recent com fit to travel without a guardian.
tioner
and then at the passing troops sized dishpan full of flour and a small
AveHaskln,"
"Well,
mencement exercises in Sumner
sack of salt; mix well, rub soiled
nue school, says the Newark News, Sherman told him soon after the pub- and finally said:
Are made from this hard part
"I don't know, boss; but 1 guess parts In it. When the soil disappears,
beard James U Hays relate an incl lication ot the articles, "I suppose
of choice selected com.
good
a
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well
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dent which defined the word "friend." you live up to what you write, and It must be the feller under all dem wind, and the blanket will be like new
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flowers!"
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a
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Mr.
never
that
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well
is
It
again. At this time of year one can
It is carefully cooked; treat-- i
"Well, not exactly," explained Hascludes among his best friends the boys
ii i
i.
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ed with sugar and sail; roiled
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and girls of the schools. His
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my
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faculty for gaining the confidence of ers remember
into thin bits; then toasted to
A Tacoma lawyer, arguing a divorce
Treating them in this
side.
wim-oan appetizing Drown
the youngsters was responsible for his soon as I register at a hotel, they case recently, closed bis address to posed
of
way
dust.
all
remove
traces
will
being within hearing when two Ju- begin to show me that tips Are In- the Jury as follows: "My client is a
a hand touching the food.
veniles were discussing friendship. dispensable. They have converted me. beautiful woman, so beautiful that the
Buttermilk Pie.
Here Is one coming" citizen's opinion Whenever I enter a hotel now, I be- sun seems to stand still while the
It has been said that Post
One cup of sugar, yolks of two
of a friend Indeed, as the member of gin by tipping the man who take
gaze at ber. Truthful! Falsity eggs,
stars
are the most de- Toasties
tablespoonfuls
flour,
two
of
four
my grip, and my progress through the flies from ber even as the Jack rabbit
the board heard it:
liciously flavoured particles of
teaspoonfuls of lenjon extract, and 1H
"Say, Jimmle," said an urchin to hotel Is a rain of silver coins." Popu- flits from the greyhound.
Sweet!
cereal focd yet produced. of buttermilk, rather sour but
his playmate, "tell me what ia a lar Magazine.
Gentlemen, honey would freeze in her pints
Oiling and buk
Cook
the
bitter.
not
friend."
My
mouth. Tender and slender!
the crust first, exactly as you would
" tblnk," replied his companion,
One can render an opinion
,
Made a Good Guess.
client could bathe In a fountain pen." prepare a lemon pie.
trial
upon
A gentleman 'was watching a milithat a friend Is a feller what knows
Reporter.
Corporation
National
all about yer, and yet likes yer."
tary funeral passing down the street.
Miking Eyelets.
It was a very pretentious affair, and
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SERIA L1
STORY

It la necessary to clear the decks. Are
ye ready?" He saw, out of the tall
of hla eye, that she bad sprung to ber

"Now, ye curs," he thundered,
with a menacing pistol In either band,
"get forward, the lot of ye. Move, ye
blackguards)"
They went expeditiously, crowding
and the rail,
between the
huddling together as If for mutual protection. The serang was tho last to
move, and went reluctantly, or seemed

feet

deck-bous-

Tlie Pool
of Flame

e

to.

Yet that was no time to Judge him
for a minor fault. O'Rourke herded
the pack before blm, watched them
scramble down the ladder to the fore-decthen backed to the spot where
the woman stood above the captain.
His arm was paining him somewhat.
with the irritating, stinging ache that
such wounds produce, and he thrust
one revolver into his pocket, clasping
a hand above the hurt
LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
In a flash realization of his loss
came to him; he clutched the rail with
a cry. The Tool of Flame, his sacred
Illaetratioas by Ellsworth Yovog
trust, was gonet His eyes searched
the deck vildly, but found no trace of
the round leather bag with Its preci
ous
burden. Despair gripped bis heart
Copyright 1UU0, toy Louis Joseph Vance
In a clutch of Ice, and for a space the
U
ship reeled about blm. . . .
8YN0PSIS.
He found himself gazing blankly In
The story opens at Monte Carlo wtth to the woman's solicitous eyes. "What
Col. Terence O'Rourke,
a military free
lanes and something of a gambler. In his Is it? What Is It?" he beard ber voice
He knew that
hotel. Leaning on the balcony he sees a repeatlPL breathlessly.
beautiful girl who suddenly enters the his own lips moved for some seconds
elevator and passes from sight. At the
gaming table O'Rourke notices two men without sound as he strove to answer
watching him. One Is the Hon. Bertie ber. The words, when they came,
Glynn, while his companion Is Viscount
pes Trebes, a duelist. The viscount tells should have been quite unintelligible
pirn the French government has directed
to her; he realized this almost as Boon
him to O'Rourke a a man who would
as he had uttered them: "The Pool
undertake a secret mission. At his apartunto
ment, O'Rourke. who had agreed
of Flame!"
dertake the mission, finds a mysteriousa,
Then .be stumbled forwaru, crying
letter. The viscount arrives, hands
sealed package to O'Rourke, who Is not
Half-wato the
to open It until on the ocean. A pair or aloud for the serang.
that individual's
dainty slippers are seen protruding from ladder he halted;
Irishman
under a doorway curtain. The
to

1

y

back that which Is mine, the leather
bag which ye stole when ye slew your
brother, pretending falsely it was he
who bad slain the captain. I counsel
ye, speak truth and render back to
,
me that which ye have stolen."
The serang stiffened, bis eyes glistening in the moonlight "Sahib!" he
cried as if In supplication.
"No words, dog!" cried O'Rourke
sternly. "Do as I bid ye, or abide the
result of disobedience I"
"The "uhlb," said the serang elow-iy- ,
"la full of eyes and wisdom. He
sees what no man would believe be
could see. I am content" He bowed
his head with curious submlsslveness,
stretching forth his palms as if in
token o- - surrender.
O'Rourke caught at his breath. He
bad scarcely hoped for this; ho bad
merely called the serang aft as the
leader of the lascars, hoping to frighten him Into revealing whichever of
Lis comrades had stolen the great
ruby If he knew.
"Ye have, then, the leather bag?" be
demanded, exultation In his voice.
"Aye, sahib; or. If not that, 1 have
that which was therein."
"The atcne?"
"Aye. sahib."
"Then give it me."
"I a in the sahib's slave." The serang flashed a Btrange smile at the
revolver In O'Rourke's hand. Hla at
tltude puzzled O'Rourke; he would
hardly have believed this of the man;
rather he could have conceived of him
as denying the theft to the last and
fighting like an unchained fiend to retain bis booty. His present pose was
out of character, or the Irishman
him.
Out of character or no, it was comfortable. The serang, with head bent,
was fumbling in the folds of his Bash;
d

finds the owner of the mysterious feet
be his wife, Beatrix, from whom he had
run away a year previous. They are
reconciled, and opening the letter he finds
that a Rangoon law firm offersa him
the
100.000 pounds for a Jewel known
dyPool of Flame and left to him by a one
keening
of
now
In
ing friend, but
named Chambret In Algeria. O'Rourke
worsts the nobleman In a duel. The wife
bids O'Rourke farewell and he promises
to ston return with the reward. He discovers both Glynn and the viscount on
As he finds Chambret
board the ship
hie
there la an attack by bandits and
telling
O'Rourke that he has
friend dies
left the Pool of Flame with the governor
general, who at sight of a signet ring
the colonel will deliver over the
Jliven
ewel. Arriving at Algeria the Irishman
finds the governor general away. Des
Trebes makes a mysterious appointment,
and tells O'Rourke that he has gained
possession of the Jewel by stealing It. In
a duel O'Rourke masters the viscount,
secures possession of the Pool of Flame
and starts by ship for Rangoon. He finds
to
the captain to be a smuggler who tries by
teal the Jewel. It Is finally secured
to
the captain and O'Rourke escapes
land. With the aid of one Danny and
his sweetheart. O'Rourke recovers the
Pool of Flame. On board ship once more,
bound for Rangoon, a mysterious lady
appears. O'Rourke comes upon a lascar
about to attack the lady, who la a Mrs.
Prynne, and kicks the man Into the hold.
Mrs. Prynne claims she Is en route for
Indiana on a mission for the king.
O'Rourke Is attacked by the lascar.

CHAPTER XXIV. (Continued.)
She came directly to the adventurer,
without so touch as a glance for the
group of lascars or the grim evidences
of tragedy upon the deeU. O'Rourke
shut his teeth with exasperation.
Whatever be decided to relieve of the
serang, whether hla Judgment said of
the man. 'Guilty." or "Not Guilty." he
dared risk nothing with the woman
present He could not tell what hell
of murder and mutiny he might not let
loose upon the Ranee, did he make
or hasty move. Aloue,
one
he could have faced the situation with
equanimity; with the woman by his
side, he felt as though handcuffed.
"You are hurt, Colonel O'Rourke V
"A mere scratch, madam an Inch
of skin shaved off me arm. Be good
enough to return to the saloonwaken
Danny and send him to me." '
She Ignored the curtness of his tone,
oven as she Ignored his wish. "What
baa happened?" she demanded, rang
ing herself by his Bide. "Who Is that
there on the deck?" Her voice ris
ing a note, foreboded hysteria.
"Quick stabbed. I didn't want ye
to tee. A lascar ran amok, cut down
the captain, was killed himself kind
ness,
the Irrepressible
humorist
broke ut," of our little brown brother,

the serang"

. Hisyes never left the latter; not
an instant did he take bis attention
from the cluster of dur: figures; he
was more than every ready to defend
himself should they make any overt
move, deeming his attention distract

d.

"What will you do?"
"How can I say? po ye, for the
love of God, get below and leave, me
to deal with these fiends In me own
fashion."
"Which, she returned equably, "Is
precisely What I shall not do."
"If that's the case, he said brus
quely, "have the kindness .o hand me
the revolver by the captain's side, and
ye might see If the poor fellow still
lives."
He heard a quick rustle of skirts
and the woman's band closed cer bis,
pressing into his palm the veapon he
bad desired. As promptly, without
further words, she turned to Quick.
The adventurer deliberated briefly,
while she bent over the captain, mak
ing a hurried examination.
"He is
badly wounded," O'Rourke beard ber
say, as be arrived at bis decision, "but
not dead."
"PralJe Ood for thall . . .
must ask ye, madam, to back me up.

motionless, her face a mask of horror,
revolver still poised; to the right tbe
serang, (rawing a kris, was smiling
sardonically, his eyes fixed upon the
woman who bad set at naught bis
plans.
O'Rourke tried to call a warning to
her, for It was plain that she was appalled by what she had done, heedless
of all but the man she bad killed; but
It was as If the bullet that creased bis
temple bad temporarily
htm; hla tongue clave to tbe roof of
his mouth and he could neither move
nor speak.
Powerless (he believed), he watched
the serang gather himself together,
like some gaunt cat and spring; In
two strides be would have been upon
tbe woman and tbe night had been
crowned with Its most pitiful crime.
Yet in midair, O'Rourke saw the man
falter and fall back, dropping the
krls an clutching frantically at noth-

It waa not Indeed until tbe Ranee,
on tho stroke of the hour, the evening
of the fifteenth day of June, walked
smartly Into Bombay harbor, the In
ternational code signal "NJ" fluttering from ber peak, rounded Cola bra
and dropped anchor off the point; not

until Danny and Dravos, free at length
from their toll In the broiling engine- room, came on deck to relieve him,
that O'Rourke collapsed stumbled
down tbe bridge ladder and lurched
drunkenly down tbe saloon compan
lonway. His head bumming with
leep, his brain bemused with fatigue
and pain, his eyes heavy, be brushed
by Mrs. Prynne without seeing her or
even hearing her low cry of pity and
solicitude; and so entering tbe first
stateroom that he came to, threw himself, already asleep. Into tbe berth.
As he did so a loaded revolvei
dropped from his numb fingers. . .

ing.

Stupidly the adventurer
saw tbe
smoke trickling from the muzzle of
his own revolver and knew thrt, somehow, he bad managed to pull the trigger. His beart leapt In bis breast, so
keen was bis gratitude.
Trembling
In every limb, be essayed a second
time to fire and put a final period to
the serang's career.
But his shot
went wide and the cylinder Jammed
bo that the hammer would not rise
a second time. With an oath he let
go the rail and attempted to bridge
the distance between himself and the
lascar, who was now at a considerable distance reeling away toward tbe
rail.
But bis overtaxed strength, sapped
by loss of blood, failed tlm; and malice Infused new vigor Into tbe serang,
new power to accomplish his final
fiendish act
'Grinning with anguish, the man
leapt away from O'Rourke. Btaggered
and. Jerking back his arm, flung the
Pool of Flame from him with all his

might

O'Rourke paused, petrified with de
spair. The great stone, glinting In
the moonlight like the very beart of
fire, described a long and flaming arc
and . . . the sea leapt up with a
hlsB to welcome It and it was gone.
A bitter cry broke from the Irish
man's lips; he made for the man,
whom he would gladly have killed
with his bare hands. But again he
failed. The lascar, perhaps guessing
nis intention, was at tbe last too quick
for him.
By a supreme effort the gaunt se
rang seized the rail, lifted himself up
on It and dropped over the side, fol
lowing that to win which he had giv
en his Ufa.
CHAPTER XXV.

CHAPTER XXVI.
It was night when O'Rourke awoke,
be found himself staring wlde-eeat
the celling of the stateroom, upon
which Ipp'ed wavering lines of light
reflected through the porthole by the
waters without His mind for the
time was a blank; be was merely conscious that be was rested and very
thirsty, and that the ship was motionless.
Then In a blinding flash memory
returned to fcls. He rose, curiously
d
and strangely
weak.
pushed open the door and stepped In
to tbe saloon.
It was lighted, If poorly, by a smoky
kerosene lamp dependent from a beam
above the center-table- ,
and wore a hollow, dingy air of desolation for all
that Danny slept there, his vivid bead
pillowed on arms crossed before blm
on the table. The ship was utterly si
lent and tbe O'Rourke's sensitive In
stinct told him that it was tenanted
only by himself and the servant
He clapped a hand on Danny's
shoulder and shook blm Into wakeful
ness. The boy leapt to bis feet with
a cry and, seizing O'Rourke's band, began to sot upon It a touching but
disconcerting performance, to the last
degree exasperating to a man thirst
ing and famished.
O'Rourke, as gently as be could, dis
engaged his hand and thrust Danny
away, at the same time indicating in
no uncertain tones that he preferred
meat and drink to emotional crisis.
Provided with a duty, Danny's sent!- inental nature waa diverted; he bust
led away and returned with an excel
lent cold meal sandwiches, a salad, .
cheese, and other edibles upon a tray
graced likewise by a bottle of champagne. And you are to believe that
the master fell to and wolfed It all,
to tbe last crumb and tbe last drop.
A new man, refreshed, he demanded
a pipe, and, with hla head cocked on
one side and something of his old hu
mor twinkling In his eye, what time
It was not clouded with bewilderment
and concern at tbe answers be rehis valet
ceived,
"How long," was his first question,
will I have slept- now, Danny ye
dlvvle?"
Wan complete round av the clock.
yer honor."
"Where are we?"
"At anchor, sor, off the Fort In Bom
bay harbor."
Umm-bm- .
I'm by way of remem
bering something of that What of
the captain?"
Raymoved, yer honor, to a horse- At
plttle ashore, sor, to
laate. I'm thinking thot's the word
the doctor used, sor."
O'Rourke pulled at bis cigar, re
garded regretfully tbe empty giuss be
fore bim, and with some visible reluct
ance put tbe question that, more than
aught else, be had wished to put ever
since be bad eaten
"And Mrs. Prjnne?"
"Aw, yer honor!"
"What's the matter, Danny?"
"Sure, sor, and axln' yer pardon for
spakln' so, and man in' no manner oi
dlsraysplct whatsoever "
"What the dlvvle. Danny!"
Danny drew himself up with an air,
bristling Indignation. "Sure, anf 'tis
meself never seen the lolke av tblm
sor.
wlmmln for rank lngratlchude,
And afther all tbot meself bad said
Frlnch vixen "
to thot black-eyeDanny I"
No, sor, not wan word av ut will
I wlddror, not If yer honor discharges
me wld me usual month's noMce, sor,
this minute. Falx, didn't I see? No
more and the anchor waa down. sor.
and yersilf did to the worrld in yer
terth, sor, thin thlm two does be after
to go
ballln' a boat and lntendtn'
ashore, widout so much aa a
and me meanln' the most honorable lntlntlons In the world toward
tbe maid"
"Have your Intentions ever been
augbt slse toward any woman ye ever
won a smile from, spalpeen?"
"Aw, now, yer honor "
d

light-heade-

Mrs. Prynne, roused out of her Beml- stupor by O'Rourke's cry. with come
return of her habitual clearness of
thought, stepped to the companlonway
and called for ber maid.
O'Rourke passed a hand over his
eyes, and brought It away black with
blood, but was no more than half
aware of this. Dazed and heart-brokehe scared blankly round tbe sham
bles that was the deck, then, recovering slightly, saw Ceclle Join her mistress, and realized that, whatever his
personal grief, pain and despair, he
must play the part of tbe O'Rourke.
So be turned and staggered down Into
tbe saloon.
Danny was In bis berth, sleeping the
chlldllk and loglike sleep that was
ever his. Dravos, below, his ears deafened by the mighty chant of his en
gines, had been no more conscious of
the drama on deck than bad Danny.
O'Rourke caught the boy with hands
that gripped his shoulders cruelly, and
shook him awake, then methodically
booted him up tbe steps to tbe deck.
Once 'here, Danny came to his prop
er senses and fell with a will to tbe
tasks O Rourke set for htm. With Ce
clle he lifted the unconscious captain
and bore blm down to bis berth, then
left him to the ministrations of ml
tress and maid and returned to throw
overboard tbe last corpse, that of tbe
lascar whom the serang had set to
slay the adventurer from behind.
O'Rourke himself proceeded to the
bridge, wbere he found the helmsman
still at tbe wheel, soberly keeping tbe
vessel on her course.
The circum
stance at tbe time surprised him; but
it afterwards was developed by dint
of the remainder
of
of the crew that tbe serang bad specially exempted Quick and Dravos
frgm the general massacre, they being
held necessary to the navigation of
tbe ship. He bad likewise put strict
tnjuctions on the helmsman not to de
sert tbe wheel, whatever the tide of
battle, whether for or against bis
brethren. Tbe stabbing of Quick
seemed to have been accidental, or
necessary under circumstances unfore
seen.
As a matter of fact tbe remainder
of tbe lascars were thoroughly cowed
and proved unbelievably docile for tbe
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
balance of tbe trip.
Thus it waa that tbe voyage of tbe
Just Dying to Do It
was
Servant No, the vicar is not in Just
Ranee from Aden to Bombay
pushed through without further fatal' now. Is there any message?
Ity. To tbe lrlibmau. however, must
Well, tell
Old Woman (cheerfully)
go more than half tbe credit; for for blm that Martha Hlgglns would like
hours he never left tho bridge to be burled at two o'clock tomorrow
afternoons London Opinion.
nor once closed his eyes in slumber.
cross-examine- d

-

Flung the Pool of Flame With All His Might
head and shoulders were lifting above
the levjl of the deck. O'Rourke covered him and called him aft as be
again retreated to the scene of the
tragedy.
Had be been In a condition to think
coherently, he might have acted more
prudently.
But maddened, he was
able to grasp but one fact; that the
Pool of Flame was gone and must be
recovered at whatever hazard.
The lascar came wtth what might
have seemed suspicious alacrity, considering the fact that he wae coerced,
that O'Rourke held bim at the pistol's
point Gaunt and sombre In the
moonlight, moving noiselessly In bis
bare feet, bead up and arms swinging
limp, be advanced without a pause un.
til about six feet from tbe Irishman;
at which distance O'Rourke, collecting his wits, found voice enough to bid
tbe fellow, "Stop I"
The serang halted, impassive, unmoved.
"Tbe sablb has called," be said 'a
an even voice. "I am come. What la
the sahib s will with me?"
His words, together with bla half- wholly contempIndolent,
tuous bearing, supplied the one thing
needful to restore to the adventurer
O'Rourke drew him
bis
self up, master of self once more, and
looked tbe lascar In the eye.
"You stand," be said slowly, choos
ing bis words, "ou the edge of tbe
grave. Do you comprehend that
dog?"
-Aye, sahib!"
"I have called ye, then, to demand
-

half-defian-

O'Rourke thought htm over long about
It, yet was Inclined to give blm time
li. view of his abject
At length, still smiling oddly, tbe
iran lifted his eyes and stretched
forth a hatid tight closed. "The sa
hib." be said gently, "shall Bee that
his servant spoke truth.
Let this
weigh with the sahib for mercy. Be- aur-end-

told!"

The brown fingers unclosed and In
tbe hollow of his palm trembled that
which seemed a ball of crystallzed
rose fire, the stone that man has
named the Pool of Flame. O'Rourke
uttered a low cry of satisfaction, step
ping, forward to snatch up the Jewel.
simultaneously be was aware of a
quick gasp from the direction of the
woman, followed, ere b could account
for them, by two pistol shots.
Tbe adventurer groaned, pitching
forward blindly, one side of bis bead,
from the ear to the temple,
Iron
with an agony as If a white-ho- t
had seared bim there. He stretched
fortit an arm aimlessly and gripped an
Iron stanchion, stopping bis fall, and
bung there for what seemed an eon,
besea and skies swimming blood-refore bis eyes, In bis ears a thunder
ous rushing as of mighty waters.
By a supreme effort of will be kept
clinging to tbe rail,
himself
SLd opened bis eyes. 89 briefly bad
pain blinded blm that it was patent
barely a second bad elapsed since tbe
To his left
firing Oi tbe shots
stricken lascar was still In tbe act of
falling; before him Mrs. Prynne stood
.

d

half-erec-

d

n

fare-ye-wel- l.

'

If you arc Provirfj Up on
your cloitn l)e sure and read
yv
Publication Notice careXT
T, COWGILL, Editor and Pufet
fully when it appears in the
MRS. COWGILL Local Editor.
paper, and if there are any errors notify this office promptly
PUBLISHED WEEKLY.
ind they will be corrected.
P fid vifittl that
Homesteaders
Entered February Iih, 197, at the Kenna, New Mexico,. Post Uffioe, as set on d it rosin ?fi,00 nioro tv moke five
CWtt Mail Mattt,
y nr lroof on 100 acres than it
does to make commutation
Subscription $1.00 Per Year, proof, and $12.00 more on 320.
In Ativans
The leaf on' for this will he exAdTertisin Rate! Made Known on Application plained by tl.e officer before
whom you make proof,

Th 6

Kenna Record

Amu-

J. P. STON

June

Siiil

ri

---

Notice is hereby given that Sarah L.
Haney, of Kenma, N. M., who on
27, 19C, made homestead entry,
No. 03491, for the EVi SK
and 8W!4
SE4 Section 1 and NEVi NEVi Section 24, Township 5 S., RMljje 30 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to main five year proof, to
establish tlalm to the land above described, before W. T. Cowgill, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office, at Kennn,
X M., on tlie 25th day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as wltneBiii
John A. Kimmon. WlVlihftt 11. Cooper, Joseph A. Coopr-wl Harvey E.
White, all ol Kmi, N. M.

May

Au-Rti- st

e.

4, 1912.
Notfroft Is hereby

S.

13. 1012,
t

The Kenna Bank

2'.)

S3

Trust Co.

&

72-1- 00

..23
:

8

. .0

Cloudy
D, C. Savage,

fin'! p
j'f Pit 'Pl't" J"ilHE rLiiimnn

ob
server, postoffice address, Boaz,
N .M.

M.

Register.

For Sale or Trade.
IT.

'mJ

NOTICE

S.

.

MuyiMoll
Nilllce Is hereby uiven that Annie L. Green.
of Kenna, N. M., who on December 28. lflofl
made homestead entry. Serial No. 01 (M,
for SH NK!i See. 12, Twp.
Rantfe 81-nd Ixta 2 anil 8. Section t, Township 6, south.
it unite sj east, N. M. P, MerldlnBi has tiled
notice of Intention Itt tiltt8 H'nai Five-yea- r
Proof, to atatirinh claim to the land above
described, before W. T. Avnl, U. S. Com- mlssloner, In his otllce at Kenna, N. M.. ou
the 24th day of June 1012

Claimant named as Witnesses :
Luther M, t'nrlhichacl, John A.' Roirers.
Rnisv Rtilfersand F.mma Heavers, all of Ken
s
na. N. M.
T. C. T1IjtjOTSON,
May

17

June

M

Serial No.

17.

0T30S.

May

IT,

S

given that Naomi
Cheely, formerly Naomi Perkins, of
Olive, N. M.. who, on April 22. 1907
made homestead entry No. 04155, for
SW
Section 29, Township 4 S.,
Range 28 E., N. 51. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above describod, before W. T.
Cowgill, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office, at Kenna, N. M., on the 26th
day or July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William T. Bell, John L. Neely and
Robert E. U Swiney, of Olive, N. M.,
nd James W. Brockmnn, of Keuna,
N, M.

TRREX,
npglHter

(f Stealers in
fflnds cf building Peldterlal

Farm ImpleSnents

r

that Glen W. Ulery,
of Olive. Chaves Co. N. M.. who,, on Novem
ber 19. mod, made homestead entry Serial No
for southwest )4 Section 9. Township 6
south, nanire t'eaat, N. M. P, Meridian, has
Died notice of Intention tomnWe Commutation
Proof, to establish claim to t he lund above de
scribed, before Story M. UUssell, Clerk of the
circuit court at his office at Euirene, Ore. and
that the testimony of witnesses will be tuken
before W. T. Cowirlll. T'. S. Commissioner, nt
bis oltlce In Kennn, N,Si., on the Hth filly of
July 1912.

07302.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Joseph Brawley, Hornne O. Irwin. Georire
W. Maloce and Earl Hewey. allot Olive, V: M
Arthur III Ottrrehi

t

rr

a

r i

itn nPDPintr

Church Axxouscemkxt.
Preaching at the White Unap- el school house every 3rd and

N. M

1012.
Notice Is hereby (riven

and good tank.

house,

Fine proposition, tor some one
who can sell the lots owner
hasn't the time to see after it.
Will trade for anything that is
Viood
Stock of Jewelry, Dry
Goods, Groceries or improved
city property.
Write Kenna
Record and get. in touch with
owner.

21

Cultivators
Harrows Etc.

4th Sunday. Everybody cord
ially invited to attend.
Elder W. II. Wood.

9

Register

The STEVENS Jfo. 333
Double "Barrel Hammer Ies3
Shotgun is ttrongmt whero

other guns are treat. The barin
rels and lugs are
one piece of high pressure steel,
powder
choke bored for nitro
with matted rib.
drop-forg-

CREAM SEPARATERS.

IN,

S.

N. M.,

Business and Resident
Lots in Kenna, N M. Also 120
acres got a lana adjoining tne
lots, with good well of water,
108

Discs,

51,

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Fort Sumner,

7

W

Plow

JOTitte roit pi

May24 June

4, 1912.
Notice lti hereby

(F.

GO

ll2

May

ARTHUR E. Cl'RREN.
Register

otk

fffgricuftir.

Clear
Partly cloudy

a. N. M.

IF. S. 03741 C. S.)
Ijennrtntenr nf the i
Land Office at Ft. Sumner,' N." M.j
iune i, J3iz.
"Notice is hereby given that John A.
"Pedrivrnarr nf I.latnn NI At urhn ,
November 5, 1906, made homestead
entry tso. U3ii, tor tne NK4 Section
SO, Township G S., Range 29 E. N. M,
F. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to mnkn flVA venr nrnnf tn osloh.
llRh plaim In tlia lnnfl ahnva rlacfitiarl
before W. T. Cowgill. IT. S. Commis
sioner at his office at Kenna, N. M.
on the 26th day of July, 1912.
Claimant Tinmen nit vitnuaunc
Oeoren A. Hravna Alovon.lor Hnhha
Henry G. Liston and James A. Jordan

E.

t of

Temperature.

iiEAiHUkc.

Register,

ARTHI

S, S)ep

Mean temperature
Maximum temperature
Minimmh temperature
Greatest daily ranpe

Carnilehnel, John A Roirers,
Daisy Roirers nnd Jmma dttaVers. allot Ken- -

fur PuMlcallnn.

H

Texat
No 13

T. C. TILLOTSON,

Register

June

Steam

lie

fotai

Claimant names as witnesses:

corren,

Xotlce for Publication.
(F. 8. 04133 C. S.)
Department of the Interior,
v Land Office at Ft. Sunnier,

8IP- E-

NOIiTH

MONTH L Y S UMMA It Y.

r

f--

'tle

Barber

g

PrtvivitntlW.ir

Intention to make I'tnol five-seaProofi to
establish claln to ilia land above deHned.
before W. T. Cowfllli Ci S. Cbmbiissloner. In
hlsofllc at Ktfhha, N. M on the 24th day ol
June, 1012.
Lttrher

l. nbbERsbN,

it.

The depositors In this fiftnk arfc
Hunted by the lasVS of this Territory
to the extent of $35,000.00.
Our oflicers are bonded and we
carry burglary Insurance. Every
safeguard of modern Banking protects you. Come in and see us.

by irlven Ihnt James K. Green,
vt'nhn, N. M., who, on November 13, IfW,
ninde hnuesteiirt entry, Serial No. 01 UTS. for
lots I, t. Section I; nnd north M of northenst
I, Section 13 Township 6 Houtli, I! an ire 31
east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of

ry

e.

the - --

XI.

Notice

given that
Ilawey, f Kenna, N. XI., for the heir
W James W. Haney, deceased, who oh
August 27, 1906 made homestead
No. 01078, for NWVi Section 18
Township 5 S., Range 31 fi., N. M. p.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before W. T. Cowgill, TJ. S.
Commissioner at his office fit Kenna,
N. :M., on the 25th day of July, 1812.
CVnimant names as witne5
John A. Klmmons, William H. Cooper, Joseph A.
per and Harvey E.
White All at Kentia, New Mexico.

Arthur

n.

y TI

SCOTT, Cashier

OF KENNA, N. M.

FOR Pl'IiUCVTlOX.
N. !.,
Serial No. tmtoS',
v
Department ot the interior. U. S
Sarah L. Land Orfice Bt Roswell, New Mexico,

lnd
June

vr

-

A

f Amarlllo,

f

ci'rren.
Register,

Notice for Fnhlfcntlon.
(F. S. 01078 C. S.)
Department of the Interior,
Orfice at Ft. Sumner,

-

-

O

rlltllCATlON.
U.

--

itiM,! iuaJ. iaiiuk. iiuJuE- JuiuJL iumk
i. T. LITTLF.FI F.LD, Vit e President

--X";
Kenna Bank &Trust Co. Mil
Phon.
ti

No, 011175,

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Roswell, N ?!.,

4, 1912.

Arthur

FOft

X0TKK

IT. S.
N. M.,

Prcsidc.it

P.,

VV. K.

"oHce for PnMIrntion.

(F. S. 03491 C. S.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Ft. Si;mnr,

jmiMig Ji.i.j..

Notice for Publication.
(F. S. 03864 C. S.)
Department of the Interior,' 1T. S
Land Office at Ft. Sumner. N. M.
June 4, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Harvey
C. Jordan, of Liston, N. M., who on
January 5, 1907, made homestead en
try, No. 0864, for SEVi Section 21
Township 3 S., Ranee 28 E., N. M. V
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year prcof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore W. T. Cowgill, U. S. Commls
sioner, at his office at Kenna, N. M.
on the 24th day of July, 1912.
Claimant sanies as witnesses:
Oeorge T. Pallas. Alexander Ho'jb3,
Ernest Jordan and William O. PaiVi
all of LUston. N. M.
ART 1 1' H K. Cl'RRKN,
Reglbter

Pick up thin (run and feci the bnlnnee
of it examine the working parts
cloacly nnd see the tine care and fininli
of detail you will Buy it's a winner.
It list at only 920.00 and will be
rxnreHSfil Dreuaid direct from the
factory in case nu cannot irrvre V

Mm 9veprletin cf

9he Vienna
'Well "GaaLtgs,

i

dhep.

fanks, all kiudi cf "Salvanhed Jren and Sin

it

a

thrmiiK

Send for new

denier.
Art Ctatnj

ana" iioi

v

I

Jill

nooi

XOcrk.

(

Repairing Vieallq and Promptly Bene

yiimmans

ed

Xm tm

$rcs.

J.

i

STtVEHS AIMS

lhk T0OL C0MrANY

1

; for
S. 01077

C. S.

DeparlrtK nt of the Interior,
J.und Olfice at Ft. Sumner,

IT.

S

N.

.M.

June

4, 1912.
Notice Id hereby

given that Mattie
of Ketrttu, N. .M. for the
heirs of Wiillnm M. Haney, deceased
who on May 22, 1906, made homestead
entry No. 01077, for S'i SE4 Section
24 and NVi NEtf Section 25 Township
0 S., Range 30 E., N. M. P. Meridian
I ns filt-notice of intention to make
final lvo year proof, to establish
t luhn on behalf of all the heirs to the
land nbove described, before W. T
Cowgill, U. S. Commissioner, at his oflite at Kenna, N. M. tn the 25th day
of July, 1912.
Claimant names n3 witnesses:
John A. KluimoiiH, Willium 11. Coo
JoBcjih A. Cooper and Harvey E
White all of Kennn, Aew .Mexico.
AICTHl'H E. CURREN.
V. Austin,

HegiHter,

for PiiMif ufinn.

Xottoe

Notice for Pal iMMtiorT.
IF. S. 0.17 40 C. B.)
Department of 'the Interior, ' IT
Land Oirice at Ft. Sumner, N. M
June 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that George
A. Graves, of Liston, N. M., who, on
November 5, 1906, ma'to homestead
entry No. 01710, for N VV 14 Section 2
Township 3 E., Range 29 H. N. M. P
.Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year proof, to eatablia
claim to the land above described, be
fore W. T. Cowgill, IT. S. CommiBBion
er,.at his office at Kenna, N. M., on
the 26th day of July 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
James .M. Jordan, Alexander Hobbs
Henry (!. Llfton und John A. Peddy
court all of Liston. N. M.
ARTIU'R E. CURREN,
Register,
...

t

(K. 8. 0I02G

Interior,
Lund Oifiie ot I't. Stunner,
June 4, 1912.

Doiini'liir-n-t

of

tlio

.

C. S.)

yV. S. O'JlSii C. 8

V. 8.
N. M.,

Notire Is hereby given that James
Broekinan, of Kenua, N. M., who,
on March 4, lilOT, made honiestead entry No. 0402.') for NIC '4
10
Township 5 S., Rango ill 10., N. ist. P.
Meridian, lias filed notice of Intention
to make five your proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. T. Cowgill, II. S. Comintsa'ion-e- r,
at his office, at Kenna, on the 2;th
day of July, 1912.
Claimant nanus as witnesses:
Oliver Powell, Marshall Powell,
Robert L. Roueraon a.id Ruby 1
lledstieth, all of Kenna, N. M.
ARTHUR E. Cl'RRE.V.
'
Regititer.
W.

uli' for l'nl li(Hllit.

Xotlce for ruhllrtitlou.

)

Department of the Interior,
Land Office ut Ft. Kiminer,

S.
N. M.,
1T.

.lime 4,. 1912.

.

Notice is hereby given that Mattie
Austin, of Kenna. N. ?d., who or.
August 27, laoti, made hortostead en
try. No. 0;i48ti, for NEVi Section 13.
TowiiHhiii 5 S., Ranne So K.'N. M. p.
.Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make five year proof, to estttblisi
claim to the land above described
before W. T. Cowgill, U. S. Coinmiri
sioner, at his ofl.te. nt Ke;ira, N. M.
on th 2ath day cf July, 1'J12.
Claimant nuitiea as witnesses:
John A. Kimmonii, William 11. Coop
er, .loee.m A. Cooper nnd Harvey E
bite, all oi Kenna, N. M.
ARTHUR E. Ct'RRKX.
V.

ReglHter.

iini'iii oi

tw-p-

J..anq

Jvue

me

uiitce at ri.

luierior, v.t ao.
i .

oumner,

is. m.,

4, 1912.

hrfiv civ,ii ttiul V.lirrnKn-Hwlm on
of I.lKton N
vmber 5. 1906, made homestead entry
No. 0;j.73H, for SHVl Section IS, Town--hi- p
3 8 Ranse 29 K., N. M. P. Meridian, 1ms filed notice of Intention to
aake five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, berhtlno ta

Innes

fore V. T. Cowgill, V. S. Commissioner, at his office at Kenna, N, M.,
in the 24th tiay of July, 11)12.

Claimant nuniea as witnesses:
John A. Peddytcart,
Alexander
lobbs, Ih'tiry ;. Liston and Ciorge
V. Oruves. all of Liston, N. M.
ARTHUR K. Cl'RRKN,
ReBJnter.

Parison

cf--

Deafness Cannot Be. Cured

&rWarcs,

L. "Fiscus.

Dr. H.

I'wl nni'Mrjtlo't, 1.1 they rnnnot rrmh Xf
p'jrit.ia
tin
b o.ity kio v.ny t
tiv ci,tntlitl.-iurcnudt.
ftire (':; rM H'M t tint
n l.fluiwl cjiulill.n
Itm
H i'jtiir't ly

by

(ftjK'd

ffofncts nf

It

aWf

irniifl
uttt! !.l

lantloffice lJ?raetic
a t)pccialti.
J'ew itrrieo
&ort Sumner,
'SEEDS

ADAPTED

s'

t lip

.1

I

tifi.-r!i-

vi'I l.iv-

Iniir,

'IPlHHim

i
Nilln.l.

0

Uv--

ffluitician

I

rtl

Supplies,

Golt Ra isers.

Q

GOOD HORSE.

eAk.

We1

Verdict:

"Not Guilty.

this-a-way,-

"'

thankful.
Mrs. Orr has gone to Eos well
Pastor Spiilmaii preached to
lo spend a few weeks.
an attentive audience at Kenna
last Sunday. Theserman touch
The Misses Ola and Settr ed on baptism, and must l ave
Jones and Miss Gertrude Teague been 'fine ' ;s a Methodist
are attending Normal at Hop member complimented it 'highwell.
, ... ;;.
ly.' The pastot and J. A. Noill will attend the Baptist
cult
Cha?. Sims has bought most
convention
which neets at Cleof W. A. Fry's cattle, and i
vis
on
10th.
the
busy building fences and

EVEli KEPT HERE,
is nnkiag tin S .i,i?o:i Stan 1 at Kemn, N. M., i t
the Very Low Price of $8 00 Insurance.
II.3
in ( liafge of J. A. KIMMONS. Call and
see he horse before you bfo'ed your mares.
KCJiiO" is a b uutiful d irrel- 3 Y& n old. 10.V
hand-- high, a'ld will weigh about
poitnds. Is
across between the two well known breeds
' ST E Eli DUST" and "ENGLISH DRAFT,"

Rev. L. L. Kyle has had he
misfortune of losing a good
mare leaving a young c 'It
T. A.
had a val
liable horse CripUd: One hind
l'g was cut nearly off, and the
animal had to be shot.
The 'cream' business is proving a success with our fanners.
We passed an overland c' c ss
this tide of Kenna the other
day.
March Dunn
inm s'er. He had a white burro hitched lo a buggy, and the
burro was covered with a saddle
s big you could only see the
two ends of the' animal. Mac
Onuiichael was acting as the
clown. Mac has acted the role
of clown, though, ever since little Miss Mac came to hoard at
liis house. He has also learned
to sing quite well.
Mrs. Parson Spilhnan is expecting her two sisters, from
Oklahoma, to, visit her thh sum-m- i
r, and has sumo old roosters
up, fattening foT the occasion.
Folks will get. married. On
the 4th inst Mr. Thomas Neely
and Miss Siella Cooper, both, of
Kenna neighborhood, were married at the home of CD. Spill
man, who said the words thai
nvidotheni husband and wife.
Those present, b jides the preach
oi 's family were: Miss Ammie
flopkins, Miss Z;dma Cooper,
Miss Delma t'oopr and Miss
Mi.Gill. ' Mr. Neely is one of our
steady, industrious young men,
and hi. biide is an excelenl
young lady.
Our barometer says "more
weddings now soon. Look out
for the news as soon as somu
proving up is don

Thomas Moore and his broth
er John, and Ira Assiter. of Valley View, (formerly Wooten,
drove over to Kenna Tuesday between showers to transact
business at this office.

TiJlii-ghat-

q

va3-i!;3-

Brawley and George Ma
lone, of Olive, drove over to this
burg Tuesday, to make applica
tion for h final settlement with
Uncle Sam.
Joe-

While overhauling a trunk
she had stored in L. M.
barn, Mrs. O. M. Over
street, during the storm Sunday evening, .was so badly
shocked by lightning she was
rendered almost unconscious.
She came to town Monday to
make proof on her claim, and
she was still so stunned and
it was dificult to concentrate her mind on the work.

l's

Sid Birdwell, who was Santa
Fe Agent at this place, .resigned
hi3 position last week and went
he
to Phoenix, Arizona, whf-vhas another job. His place here
is taken by James E. Baleson,
who cornea from Buchanan, N.
M., an I is a young man, but an
experienced agent.
e

Frank Parker returned from
Roswell yesterday. He went
down last week to see what the
chances were for work hi tl.o
carpenter trade, and finding it
'
rather dull and learning we had
good rains he concluded to coino
back and look after his crops.

h

April

IN.

fJl2.

19.

x lierel j-- Klvcn thnt Fred Preston.
of Uosn pll. New Mexico, who, on October
J4. incfl, mnile liompuleml entry. Serial No.
DO IK, for the enst H of the northwest 'A. t K.
i SW4- - NW'4. SE!. Section in, Towniki
.
I s.HHI), linr.ire 2J ciihI, N. M. I'
!
tiled notice of tntenliimtu nmlia Kir.nl tire- yenr l'roof. to estiildish claim to the Ian
bore dcBcrilied. tefore W. T. Cowvill, U. 5.
Uiiininissiiiner, In his office nt Kenna, New
Mexico, on the 121 h cluy of June. ISIS.

N'olife

t

3

h

wlii' h makes a very desirable All Purpose Horse

1)1

Dopartmcnt of the Interior, lT. 3.
I.nnd Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,

-

MA

for rimir atiov,
(KVVK.)

ori( e

Claimant names as witnesses:

REST A NDS GOOD FOR SERVICE OFlIOIISi!:

Wlllinm Henry LiKlit, r.mvrence K Jons
K. Miller, nil of V.U.
Edwnrd D. Cln.
New Mexico.
CURRKS,
AltTHUR

and money due if parfed with or removed from Co.

Register.
April

NEW GROCERY STORE.

31.

W. T. Cowg'ill,

have only a small stock at present, but
it is new, fresh and clean, and 1 will sell as
cheap as you can buy the same goods any"
where in New Mexico. Come and see.
1

NOTARY PUBLIC
For Rkxt. Tim Locker house
and farm, joining town.

OSCAR ROBERSON,

North

o'f

See liis office.
I

Livery Barn.
V.
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The School Bona election 111
the Kenna district Monday re
suited m a vote of about two to
one in favor of the bonds. The
amount to be issued is $1,500.
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Plenty of rain, this week, and
the ground in as fine, condition
afi to moisture as it has been at
any time since t lie country be
gan to settle. Looks good.

Rubber

litat'.cnerii.
Articles, --

SToilet

FINEST-HORS-

are as triad" as an "oF wet
N. M.
We had been ' flushing
hen.
off and on mostly off for 'io,
these many centuries," (?), and
now are rivaled by "Old Kotn- et." He, she or it whatever
The jury that sat in the it is has "got-- a quit kickin' us
or be prostrial of Hysell and Boyd aroun'
ecuted to the full extent of the
Smith for the killing of aw. We are willing to divide
Wilson 6rr found that territory, piovnled ''Old Ivomet"
shooting was done in self don't want all of New Mexico
defense, and justifiable. We want a part of the New
State and arevgin' to have it.
Cold drinks and home made
Who is you. Sam? any way.
candy, at 'my store.
Oh, the good rains! Let. us lie
Oscar Roberson.

Car-michae-

A

ffurc, Jrcsh 2rugs A "Chemicals. Htf
lands patent VHedkincS 4 tStcck Stt

TluvW.L L. Parker Stallion, 'KUKO," well
known in Ibis section of the count'1', and the

KOMET FLASHES.

Poultry Supplies,
B.WJFT'S Fertilizers.
BUS WELL SEED CO:; Roswell,

BREED TO

17 PAY. "3 TO

trtf. it

dutyetn,
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?ke Vienna Qrugstcre.
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run,

SOUTHWEST'
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fit v cn.f o!
mnnnt Ik cured
PMr.in (cam-- lv r:il.irrht tlin.clTut-irtrM
for
l'y Iliu.'s liit.UTh
u,
LU., luii-uof. .1. tlli"Ma
F.1rl by rru-Tts- ti.
iliUI'a ).t..uly 1'U.i for conntlpatlon. ,
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McCall'sis ttao
Guiclo monthly in
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Patterns, each issue
of p:trLlin sho:t stories
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Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers

1

"Inventions needed."
Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly.
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full charge of
,
vthe U. S. Patent Office.
Book on patents. "Hints' to inventors."

e Mcn- -

rnj

Kcop in Stylo hy ibct!Wiif
at once. Costi only y
zi.y ore cf, the celebntM
'.:..v'..ui V.. C 111! Irs?.
I.cerl !.!! rthora in yle. it,
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"Why some inventors fail."
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BURIED AT OLD' HOME.

and witli Mrs. Sliamhaugh wenl
to New Mexico, wliero be took
up a claim and purchased a half
SjiAMnbi'au-VMks. Jkannettc
in'erest iff a grocery store.
.. Fuxkrai. At Bu'irjiii
Mrs. Siiambaugh adapted l.er-si.to her new sur oundings and
Death Follows 0'oral.ions ai
l
known in the iv
became
M.. Whorp FamiR swell,
tb
rough,
her jjractieal
ly Went From Finolay Sev(if caring for the; i;.:k.
knowledge
eral Years Ac;o tor Mr.
Physicians in that section lived
bhanilmt gh's Iloalth.'
rnanv milt's apart, and she de
veloped a natural aptitude for
Relatives i n Fwdl.iy and mining and rendering service,
tlaiicock con nly havo iclnrncd wlrch was valued and much
from 'Duller, Ind., v.1 here they
M(.ving to Roswell
ai tended the funeral of Mrs. Mis., Shambaugh t ntered the
JeannitteShanihangh, a former nursing profession and gained
resident of Findlay, who died be respect of the best people in
May 2o, in Roswell, N. M. Her (be cmiinnnmiiy.
She made
body was buried in Butler at the man,' friends' in Roswell, who
home of tho parents.
keenly felt the sorrow over her
Mrs. Shambaiiffh was taken! death, as well as her friends in
Ulat her Home in hoswpu analllis vicinity.-riililif- lied
by re
her condition became such that qi;0 ,t from an Ea tein pap' r.
an operation was deemed necos-- j
v seioiin opeiaiaou
na
sarv,
to
appeared
she
and
performed
be recovering, when her condition changed and death came.
Mr. Shamiiaugii was in business
in Findlay for a nnmbert.f years
We wonder when Mr. Aithur and was widely known through-- ,
Garland will be back in these out the county. He was a memparts.
ber of the firm of Shambaugh ec
j
no
1,' in
p
Miss Ketla Parkinson and Hart, grocers, and was later
IV
Miss Kitty Roberson took din- identified with the Tu Ih Si lo
' com anyi v e
F
Mercant.lo
Spill-man
ner with Gladys and Alice
years ago liis hea'tli failed and
last Sunday.
be disposed of l.i- - interests here
New Komet.
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SAMUEL SIMMS SEES
SWEET SALLIE SAMSON
SWIMMIMO, SUDDENLY
SOUSE, SURETY SINKING.
rsAVES, SKILLFULLY.
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Specially Sbishy Sentiment.
Surreptitiously Swipped.

Sir Samuel Simms serenely
scanning
saw sweet Sally
Samson swimming
Sudd. 'lily
seemed sinking.
Sir Samuel straightway stripped
shirt, swam swiftly, skillfully
si.ppoittd sinking Sarah, swam
shoreward, successfully succored Sally. Sir Samuel seeming
shockingly shaky, s a m pled
some special Scotch spirits.
Sally saluted Samuel. Susceptible Sam saw Sally's sweetness.
Sally saw Sam's Se'f sacrificing
spirit. Sir Samuel soon sought
Saiah sight d foftly.
Sarah.
Samuel seemed speechless. Sy
something. Sir Samuel, said
Saiah. Samuel spoke. Sarah,
say Sam. Sarah, smiling shyly, s.iftly said
"Sammy!"
d
Sarah, swot tbeai t, L'ally;
Cir Samuel.
Sarah sol-- i
ninly su rendered,
sea-war-

d.

stam-ni.'ie-

sans-souc- i.

ornerf
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MAY AVOID
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FANCY COSTUMES

IN

RUSSIA

Government Exercises Strict Censors
hip Over Dreaa Worn by Men
and Women at Balls.

The perils of wearing fancy costumes In Russia because of govern
ment censorship are many. In one
OUTFIT OF A "MIND READER" city, says the
the police ejected two persons from a fancy
Electrician Tells What He Discovered dress ball that took placr tn a local
In Repairing Communication
theater for wearing "ltijproper" fancy
With Ocoult World.
dresses. One of them was supposed
to represent Illlodor, the monk of
A Hindu mind reader found his outreputation, who was upheld as
fit in bad shape one day and was
obliged to enlist the service of a telephone man to again place him on
"speaking terms" with the occult
world.
What the electrician found,
says a contemporary, was as follows:
On the floor of the room where the
confiding victim handed over the
"necessary" In order to know the fu
rug. To
ture was an ordinary-lookinthe under side of the rug eighteen
turns of copper wire in the form of a
coll were carefully sewed, the two
ends passing through the wall at the
floor and Into the next room. Here
a few dry cells and a telephone transmitter were connected with the cir

PERIODIC PAINS

Anglo-Russia-

The Experience of Two Girls
Here Related For The
Benefit of Others.
Rochester, N. Y. " I have a daughter 13 years old who has always been
Very healthy until recently when she
complained of dizziness and cramps every
month, so bad that I would have to keep
her home from school and put her to bed
to get relief.
"After giving her only two bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound she is now enjoying the best of
health. I cannot praise your Compound
too highly. I want every good mother
to read what your medicine has done for
my child." Mrs. Richard N. Dunham,
811 Exchange St, Rochester, N.Y.
Stoutsville, Ohio. "I suffered from
headaches, backache and was very irreg- ular. A friend ad
l
vised me to take
Lydia E. Pinkham's

M

ON

NATION

Cost of Tuberculosis and Other
ventable Diseases Has Been
Put Into Figures.

Pre-

a saint by the champions of the black
hundred, wearing on his breast the
mark of an interrogation instead of
a
the cross. The other represented
well filled sack bearing the inscription.
Famine Year for Merchants." ana
10,000,000,000." An empty bag which
was held In one hand had the inscription, "A prosperous year for the pea
ants,' 'and "0,000,000.000."
At Tsheboksar on a similar occas
ion two women were fined 75 rubles
each, one for wearing a fancy dress
which was supposed to represent her
as "the young constitution In chains;"
the other for being dressed up as a
carrot which was supposed to represent the famine in eastern and central
Russia.

MADE FROM CREAM OF TARTAR

DERIVED SOLELY FROM GRAPES,
THE MOST DELICIOUS AND WHOLESOME OF ALL FRUIT ACIDS

Its superiority is unquestioned
Its fame world-wid- e
Its use a protection and a
guarantee against alum food

FOR B0Y9

Board Placed Loosely on Table Cov
ered by Newspaper Not as Easy
to Dislodge as Imagined.

tfce Bag.

she deposited In a velvet bag on a
near-btable, without having it read
or touched by the Hindu.
An assistant, who always managed
to be busy near-by-,
secured the bag
retired to the next room and Tepeated
the name, age, questions, etc., into the
telephone transmitter, and the profes
sor, pacing about upon the rug, received the Information by induction
and soon bad his victim's confidence
to such an extent that any answers
wer satisfactory. The break with the
occult world was due to a poor Joint
In the wiring.
y

io

Look in pkgs. for the famous little
book, "The Road to Wellviile."
new
rv,r road the abor lrtterr A Tlacr
from time to time.
ne
re Bulu true, aa full of fcuuiMa
taivrcaU

Alum baking powders are classed by physicians detrimental to health.
Many consumers use alum baking powders unaware.
They are allured to the danger by the cry of cheapness,
by fake tests and exhibitions and false and flippant advertisements in the newspapers. Alum baking powders do
not make a "pure, wholesome and delicious food" any
more than two and two make ten.
If you wish to avoid a danger to your food.

Take an ordinary board, t or' $ ft
long, such as a bread board, and plaoi
it on the table so that about one-thiof its length will project over the edge.
Unfold a newspaper and lay It on the
table over the board as shown In the
sketch. Anyone not familiar with the
experiment would suppose the boar--l
could be knocked off by hitting It on
the outer end. It would appear to be
easy to do, but try It Unless you are
prepared to break the board you will
probably not be able to knock U.
board off.
The reason Is that when the board
is struck It forces the other end up
rl

Secured

Justified by Size.
Two little girls had been invited to
take tea at the home of a third, and
their mother had told them If cookies
were served they should take but one
each. Sure enough, a plate of tiny
Eight Lives Shy.
fancy cakes was passed at the table.
"I have only one life to live."
"That proves that you are not a cat Nettle, the older girl, looked at the
diminutive "baby cakes" for a moment
after all."
and then took two, whispering as she
to her little sister of four,
'doais Bq u 8a)jou9 do8 umn did somay
take two, Clara. I'm sure
"You
euca & anuria jo junoum om
mamma had no Idea they would be so
WELL POSTED.
small."
A California Doctor With Forty Years'
Experience.
Not Satisfied.
Harry, aged five, was taking his
"In my forty years' experience as a first ride on the cars, and was curious
to know the meaning of certain sign
teacher and practitioner along
lines," says a Los Angeles posts along the track. "Papa," he
physician, "I have never found a food asked, "what does W and R mean?
for the
to compare with Grape-Nut- s
"It means for the engineer to ring
benefit of the general health of all and whistle," was the reply.
"Well," said the little traveler, "I
classes of people.
can see that W stands for wring, but
"I have recommended Grape-Nut- s
for a number of years to patients with I can't see bow R stands for whistle.
the greatest success and every year's
What Mamma Would Do.
experience makes me more enthusias"Mamma, what would you do if that
tic regarding its use.
'1 make it a rule to always recom- big vase in the parlor should get
and Postum in place broken?" said Tommy. I should spank
mend Grape-Nutof coffee, when giving my patients in- whoever did it," said Mrs. Bangs, gaz
structions as to diet, for I know both Ing severely at her little son. "Well,
Grape-Nut- s
and Postum can be digest- then, you'd better begin to get up
your muscle," said Tommy, gleefully
ed by anyone.
"As for myself, when engaged In "coz papa's broken it." Harper's Ba
much mental work my diet twice a tar.
and rich
day consists of Grape-Nut- s
Feed for Cows.
cream. I find it Just the thing to
"Grandpa," said the small boy from
build up gray matter and keep the
Iha city, pointing to a wayside plant
brain in good working order.
"In addition to its wonderful effects what is that?"
"That's a milkweed," was the reply
as a brain and nerve food Grape-Nut- s
"Oh, I know," exclaimed the little
always keeps the digestive organs In
perfect healthy tone. I carry it with !ellow, "that's what you feed the cows
o they will give milk."
me when I travel, otherwise I am almost certain to have trouble with my
Wasp Was Too Heavy.
stomach." Name given by Postum Co.,
Small Dorothy bad Just been stung
nattla Creek. Mich.
Ktrnnar endorsements like the above by a wasp. "I wouldn't 'a' minded Its
from physicians all over the country walking all over my hand," she said
most between sobs, "if If it hadn't sat
tn
have stamped Grape-Nut- s
sclentlfio food in the world. "There's lown so bard."

a

PURE-WHOLESOME-RELI- ABLE

Dressed Up as a Carrot

NOVEL EXPERIMENT

While state commissions and other
bodies are trying to find a method for
reducing the cost of life insurance,
Prof. James W. Glover of the Unl
versify of Michigan demonstrates that
every policyholder of a $10,000 or
dinary whole life policy could save
about $20 a year on his premiums If
tuberculosis and typhoid fever were
eliminated. Tuberculosis alone causes
a loss to such a policy bolder of from
$16.70 at twenty to $17.50 at the age
of sixty. At age of twenty, with the
present high death rate from tubenu
losls, this one disease alone shortens
the complete expectation of life by
two years and 158 days. While the
death rate from tuberculosis seems to'
be declining, the National Association
for th.4 Study and Prevention of
- Tuberculosis says
that the combined
effort of every man, woman and child
Is necessary to bring about a radical
reduction In life Insurance rates such
as Professor Glover has Indicated.
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The Hindu professor could never
"concentrate his mind" without wearVegetable Com- ing his turban, for concerned In this
pound, and before I was an ordinary telephone bead set
had taken the whole from which wires ran down in his
of two bottles I clothing and connected with a coll of
found relief. I am wire about the professor's waist and
itnltr olvtoon nun held up by his
suspenders.
old, but I have bet-Wfn
After money matters had been at
.11 toi. hooHk rhon tnr tended to the victim,
In most cases a
years. woman, was asked to write her name,
p
V jj two or
l cannot express my age and questions she desired to have
thanks for what Lydia E. Pinkham's answered upon a slip of paper, which
Vegetable Compound has done for me.
I had taken other medicines but did not
find relief." Miss Cora B. Fosnaugh,
Stoutsville, Ohio, R.F.D., No. 1.
Hundreds of such letters from mothers expressing their gratitude for what
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has accomplished for their daughters have been received by the Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Company, Lynn, Mass.
CONSTANT

l

-

p

o.

READ THE LABEL

and decline to buy or use any baking powder that is not
plainly designated as a cream of tartar powder.

J

StrtWiit the

B.ra

Experiment

An Interesting

and the newspaper along with It This
causes a momentary vacuum to be
formed under the paper, and the pressure of the air above, which Is about
15 lb. to the square inch, prevents the
board from coming up. This Is an
entertaining trick to play at an even
ing party, and also makes a simple
and interesting school experiment
-

Boyhood Days.
Little Ethel "I wonder why men
always like to talk about their school
days?"
Little Willie "Oh. I guess It's because after they get growed up they
want to find out where their teachers
live so they can do unto them as they
got done by."
,
.

That Caught Them.
The newest service rendered by
monkeys to mankind, says an English
paper, was recently Illustrated In Loudon. In one of the school districts
too many parents reported no children In their families and In order to
ascertain the real number of children
in the district the school officers resorted to an Ingenious measure. Two
monkeys were gayly dressed, put In
a wagon and, accompanied by a brass
band, were carried thrown the streets
or the district
At once crowds of
children made their appearance. Th
procession was stopped In a park and
the school officers began their work;
distributing candles to the youngsters,
they took their names and addresses.
They found out that over sixty parents kept their children from school.
The Ingenious measure brought to the
school about 200 boys and girls.

6tart Is Needed.
Sunday
Teacher "Now
School
Tommy, you tell me, what must we dc
Airli-rlbefore our sins can be forgiven?'
v . - j Ohnri'.irtt
Tefli-lip'Whv wntilri nnt .Tnh rnrod Tommy (with a broad and Intelligent
Tommy "Be- - expression) "Please, miss, we mu
lis maker and die?"
eln."
tuuse nis wue ioiu uim-i.
u

V .

Easily Answered,
"These kids I teach aren't a bit
slow," observed a school teacher yesterday.
"In fact, I'm afraid they
read the papers. The other day 1 pro
posed the following problem to my
arithmetic class:
" 'A rich man dies and leaves $1,-000,000. One-fiftIs to go to his wife,
to
to his son,
to his broth,
his daughter,
er, and the rest to foreign missions.
What does each get?"
" 'A lawyer,' said the littlest boy in
the class." Case and Comment
h

one-sixt-

h

h

one-eight- h

The Only Way.
An elder while baptizing converts at
a revival meeting advanced with a
wiry, sharp-eyeold chap Into th
water. lie asked the usual question,
whether there was any reason why
the ordinance of baptism should not
be administered. After a pause a tall,
powerful-lookinman- - who was looking quietly on remarked:
"Elder, I don't want to Interfere In
yer business, but I want to say that
this. Is an old sinner you have got
hold of, and that one dip won't do hint
any good; you'll have to anchor him
out In deep water over night" Life.
d

g

Many a little dog has to bark loudly
OTTT MAtARTA.
to keep up his courage; and we won- TO DBIVK AND
1UILO I P TQ' HTSTBM
Take the Old Standard GKOVK'S TAttTBLkmJ
der If our too
friends CI1U.L.
TONIC Von know what you ate takluo.
formula la ptalnlf printed on er.ry bouJa,
aren't sometimes doing the same Til.
howlnn it la .Imply Quintn. and Iron In a tat.lfw
thing.
form, and the most .aoclual Xorw. .or grows
e

peoyl. ana children.

Liver and kidney complaint will be greatly
helped by taking Gartield Tea regularly.

fiO

(wuu.

Too Favorable a Description,

"That man is a pinhead."

We all like to see a man who Is up
"You flatter him. A pinhead knows
and doing, providing he isn't doing us. Just how far to go."
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A vanished thirst a cool body and a refreshed one;
sure way the only way is via a glass or bottle of

Ideally delicious

pure as purity

crisp and sparkling at Iroit.

tn
prf pt Tti.1cloaMClMtriiioota,hmhcMki.
Oar

f

booklet, ttlUnf or

Demand Uw Genuine

1

THE

COCA-COL-

A

Coo-Col- e

u mad. bf

CO., Atlanta, oa.

Arrow think
of Cocft-Co- l.
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MYSTERIOUS MURDER AT PAOLA

Slow Travel,

How Ms Got Them.
"I'M ONLY A LITTLE GIRL"
"Dat feller 'Rastus Sklnnah done
Man and HI
Wife Found Dead in bin talkin' a powahful lot 'bout how Falling Eyesight Responsible for an
Bed With Head
Crushed
chickens."
he's
Old Man's Mistake Rebuke
Valuable Untouched.
"Sho! He doan' mean 'raisin',' he
Hardly Effective.
means 'liftln'.' " Catholic Standard
Paola, Kansas. Rollln Hudson, 21 and Times.
A certain group of youngsters In an
years old, and his wife, Anna, were
West Side residential secexclusive
found by a neighbor, murdered, at
For ream Garflelrl Tea tin twn on th marvery noisy throughout
tion
had
been
tbelr home here. Both bodies lay on ket. This must mean a remedy worth while. the forenoon.
a bed In a pool of blood. The 'walla
The children were still doing their
A good memory is essential to a
ware spattered with blood, the" room
utmost to imitate a bedlam, when a
liar.
successful
In a disordered condition and the
very angry old man appeared at the
heads of both the husband and the
door of a nearby apartment house.
wife crushed with some sort of a
He was quite old, and It was evident
bludgeon.
that bis eyesight was not the best,
Hudson and his wife came here
but he finally succeeded in picking
from Masslllon, O. They had been
out a youngster who waB aiding very
married about two years and In that
strenuously in the noise making.
time had separated twice. Only reYour Stomach needs is
The aged man walked over to the
cently had they agreed to live tochild, took it by the hand and walked
gether again. Robbery was not the
back to the apartment.
When be
motive for the crime, as nothing in
reached the doorway he turned to the
the honee was disturbed.
child and said:
From all Indications the killing was
"Don't you know It's against ti
the work of someone who had a
law to make so much noise?"
grudge against Hudson and his wife
"Yes, sir," was the meek reply.
and had followed them here from
"Well, don't you .know that you'll
Ohio.
Mrs. Hudson's father, Jacob
be arrested and put In Jail, and then
you can never be president
Axxe, lives at Msssillon.
of the
Taken regularly, it
United States?"
"Please, sir," replied the child, '1
HALF A MILLION IN THIS WILL
off
ills
don't care; I'm only a little girl."
man is heir to, by
New York Mail.
Kanaan'a Estate Divided
Between
Daughters
Four
and Two Sons
IN THE KINDERGARTEN.
$12,500 to Charity,
strengthening the di-

i"
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Down In Oklahoma they have a rail-

The
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Mo-net-
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e

order

from (he FRKE
E STEAD
w. nfern Cannrln.LANDS

This excellent bo win esnsAs
or ices to advance. Lund vsIup
hon 14 loiili)filn two Tears' tlne.

fnriti
4raln grotrltir.mUfd
raip.iiiir him! dttlry-- I

rattle

Intc

prolf f uliln.
I tfO acre nre
to he lint! In the Tery lnM
I 60 acre
districts:
per
withRt
in
ureas. School nrwl
In every sett If
churche
nr-nt,
climate unexrHltMl,
soil the rlrhestl wooil, wrIi r
mid building: materialat
n sr tare hII

at-r-

plentiful.
particulars
For

as to location,

low spitlors' rail way ratpfl
flpupriptiYT
hi m ruled

".ant,

t

sr--

Wwt," and other
write to Sup'tof ltcmi- ration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
aoadl&n Government Aeut,
lii-s-

W. H. ROGERS
125 W. Ninth St., Kansas City, Mo.
Haass writs to the agent nearest yon

DAISY FLY KILLER

y laced anywbert, at
tracts ana kflli all
fllei. Nat, clean or
uamental, convenient,
cheap.
Lasts

all

Mads ot
iiiioi.
metal, can't spill or tfp
--

Mre. Whislow's Soothing Syrup for GMldreo
teething, eoftpnn the srnttiA, reduces Inflammation, allays pain, cures wind cullc, 26c a bottle.

It is possible for a man to be
straight and make both ends meet?

overt will not soil or

k:i.Ole'sJW.

Injure anything".
ef!itlva.
Sold by dealers or
11.
prepaid

Guaranteed

'al

A

sent

iOMERB, ISO DtKilb Ave.. Brooklya,

HAROLD

W. N. U., WICHITA. NO.

for
M.
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For Infants and Children.
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The Kind You Have
Always Bought
ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
AVpgefaUc Preparation for Assimilating the Food arid Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

"Now, Willie, why do bees swarm
what is the cause of it?"
"Oh, simply bee cause, I guess."

Bears tho
Signature

Oddities of Justice.

Promotes

That the whole theory of penal

codes is practically unsound and opposed to the modern conceptions of
the relation of the state to crime, is
the contention of Eugene. Smith of the
New York bar, writing in the May
number of Case and Comment, the
lawyer's magazine. Illustrating the absurdity and disparity between penalty
for crimes in different states, Mr.
Smith says: "The average sentence
for perjury in Florida is ten years, in
Maine one year; for larceny, in Delaware ten years, in the District of Columbia ten months; the penalty for
arson in Pennsylvania is twice that of
burglary, but in Connecticut the guilt
of burglary is twice that of arson; the
guilt of counterfeiting In Ohio is twice
that of perjury, but In Rhode Island
the guilt of perjury is twice that of
counterfeiting.
Vogue In Outer Garments.
According to the Dry Goods Economist, at the present time retailers are
featuring wraps of charmeuse and
satin. The best sellers are the me
dium-pricenumbers retailing from f 10
to $30. These are usually attractively
lined in some bright color, giving a
pleasing contrast. Lace collars and
cuffs are often used as a finishing
touch and are very effective, while
white lace Is used largely for this purpose. Some garments are shown trimmed with black lace, which is cut away
to show the lining underneath.
d

One Man's Way.
"Is Brimson a man who makes the
best of what befalls?"
"No. When things go wrong Brim-sostarts to swearing and soon becomes so interested in thinking up
new forms of profanity that he forgets all about his troubles."
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A perfect Remedy for Constipation . Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feveri
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and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature or

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company,

NEW YORK.
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Still Hoping.
"Life is a series of disappoint
toents."
"Yes. I know a man who has been
Destined for Many Trips.
all his life that he
Washington, D. C. New regulations hoping nearly
"I have written a short story," said
would some day come into, possession
of transportation of baggage proposed of a coin worth more
than Its face the amateur literary person. "What
by nearly every railroad in the United value."
is the first step to take-iselling It?"
States, which in effect would advance
"Buy ten dollars', worth of stamps,"
he rates on" "excess," were susA Hint.
advised the old hand at the business.
pended by the interstate commerce
Knlcker Did you explain baseball
1
pending
July
your
girl?
effective
to
commission
Only Thinking.
investigation.
The new regulations
Bocker Yes; she said she under"Where are you thinking of going
ought to prohibit the carriage ot cer- stood all about diamonds.
this summer?"
tain size pieces.
"I'm thinking of England, Norway,
up
people
so
wrapped
Some
are
the
in
believes
The commission
that
and Scotland, but I'll probably go to
suggest
human balls Punk Beach."
fixing by the roads of the dimensions themselves as to
ot baggage will work an unnecessary of twine.
hardship upon travelers.
A large peroentajre of ail sickness starti
Smokers find LEWIS' Single Binder 6o with unhealthy conditions ttt the digestive
elgar butter quality than most loo clgara. organs. Garfield Tea will let them right.
Powder Factory Exploded.
Vienna.- - Thirty men are known to
Reading maketh a full man.
No, Cordelia, a man .isn't necesssv
So
have been killed and torn to pieces rlly a beat because he has a red face. does the wine when It's red.
near here by an explosion In an ammunition factory at Mollsdoerf. Two
hundred, tons of powder blew up.

Commerce Commission Holds Up Proposed Change Would be Hardship to Travelers.
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Even the thirst for glory may have
its direful after effects.
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--

LARGE PROFITS
era (has derived

the fancy

The old friend Is better than the new.
Oaxficld Tea In not only old but tried and
found true. Made of pure wholesome Herbs.

toning up and

G

proportion.

dress ball as a milkmaid?"
"No, darling; you're too small."
"Well, then, can I go as a condensed milkmaid?"

the

Lloyd- -

In the
Many
well as

other districts yielded from 25 to 35 bushels of wheat to the
acre. Other grains in

The Condensed Product.
'Oh, auntie, can I go to

Stomach Bitters

gestive organs.
Emporia, Kansas. The will of the
late L. W. Lewis disposing of prop,
Keeping it in perfect
erty whose estimated valuation la
condition to do the
$500,000 was filed in the Lyon county
probate court Much of the property
work nature hes alis in real estate and crusher equiplotted it. Just try it.
ment. The estate is divided among
the four daughters and two sons ot
Mf. Lewis, with the exception of $12,- ADVICE TO THE AGED
BOO,
which is given to charity.
uch as slugirUb
Ace brine Infirmities,
this amount the College of Emporia bnwrii, weak Kidney ana torma liver.
receives $6,500, which is held on a
mortgage note.
The entire contracting business Is
organs,
given to the two sons. L. H. Lewis have a specific effect on the
stimulating tha bowels, elves natural action,
and W. J. Lewis. That includes the. ami
Impart vigor to the whole sytsem.
crusher plants located near Florence
and Augusta, Kan., at ITncas, Ok., and
What She Wants.
at Vaughn and Bluewater, N. M. It
"I want you to build me a fashionalso covers all pending contract busi- able home."
ness.
"Have you any special ideas as to
the style of house yov want?" asl'ed
TRAIN WRECK CAUSED BY STORM the architect.
"Not exactly. I want one of those
places. You know tho kind 1
modern
. Engineer of Freight Was Unable to
mean one with a living room too big
See Flagman Because of
to keep warm, and a kitchen too small
Blinding Rain.
to cook in." Detroit Free Press.
blindFort Smith, Arkansas. In' a
ing rain storm a southbound St. Louis IT IS CRIMINAL TO NEGLECT
ft San Francisco freight train crashTHE SKIN AND HAIR
ed into the rear end ot a preceding
t.
Purdy
and
.freight train between
Think of the suffering entailed by
Mo., at midnight.
Three men
were Injured, hundreds of chickens neglected skin troubles mental beand sheep killed and great property cause of disfiguration, physical beloss Tesulted. The storm was so cause of pain. Think of the pleasure
'
severe that the first freight train was of a clear skin, soft, white bands, and
forced to stop as It reached the foot good hair. These blessings, so essenof a four-milhill. A flagman was tial to happiness and even success in
freight life, are often only a matter of a little
sent out to warn the
the selection of
train but the latter ran past the flag- tho.igh.ful care in agents.
Cutlcura
man because of the darkness and tor- - effective remedial
Uoap and Ointment do so much for
rent of rain.
poor complexions, red, rough bands,
and dry, thin and falling hair, and cost
SHERMAN LAW FOR STEAMSHIPS so little, that It 1b almost criminal not
to use them. Although Cutlcura Soap
Suit and Ointment are sold "everywhere, a
Government Begins Anti-TruAgainst Four. Lines Operating
postal to "Cutlcura," Dept. L, Bosto Brazil.
ton, will secure a liberal sample of
?2 page booklet on akin
New York, N. Y. The government each, with
scalp
treatment.
and
anti-trufedfiled a civil
suit in the
eral district court here against steamHer Excuse.
ship interests alleged to have mo"These people have a plausible and
nopolized the transportation of pasexcuse for their missengers and freight between the deeds," said Senator Bankhead, apro
United States and Brazil. Sweeping pos of certain hypocritical lawbreak
charges of granting rebates, fixing ers, lruan address in Fayette.
arbitrary and unreasonable rates and
"They remind me, In fact, of a cer
entering into conspiracies, combina- tain parson's domineering wife. The
tions and agreements in violation ot parson said meekly one day:
" 'My love, you told me before the
the Sherman law are made against
the Prince line, limited, the Hamburg wedding that you knew our marriage
lines and the proprietors ot the Lam- was made In heaven, yet you now
port and Holt line.'
me about as if I were a slave.'
" 'Order,' the woman calmly an
NEW BAGGAGE RULES SUSPENDED swered, 'Is heaven's first law.' "

return from ft
ml inter farm
season of 1910.
field in that

A very successful remedy for pelvic
catarrh is hot douches of Paxtine Antiseptic, at druggists, 25c a box or sent
postpaid on receipt of price by The
Paxton Toilet, Co., Boston, Mass.

Hosteller's
wards

Saskatchewan (Wastern Canada)
BOO Bushels from 20 aoree
of vvheet was the thresher s

rsrvJ

"Fighting Chance"

:

Splendid Crops

road called the Midland Valley, which
Is noted for Its slow trains. It Is told In
that a young man of Tulsa asked the
hand of a daughter from her parents
and was refused on the ground that
the daughter was too young. "My daughter Is going to Pawhuska
tomorrow for a visit," said the fatner,
who !s a traveling man, "and if she
doesn't remain more than a day or two
she will be old enough when she gets
back."
"But she may be an old maid by
that time," protested the young man. r-Kansas City Star.

n

Howard County Votes Dry.
Fayette, Missouri. Howard county
Toted dry by a majority ot 100. The
vote was 1,200 to 1,100 against

Corholafed

Vaseli

The best dressing you can find for wounds, bites
of Insects, abrasions, etc.
The CarbpUo Acid helps to prevent Infection: the
"Vaseline" cleanses and soothes.
Especially valuab'.o where there are children.
For sale everywhere In hauUy glass bottles,

"Vaseline."
Onr Tsrluua "Vaseline

lie sure you get

preparation. mak np a comptat aimllclns
ehesttbatBtftuald be Id ever? Quote. Writ, fur true booklet ielllu all
about Uiem. Address itopt. H.

Chesebrough Manufacturing Company
IT StaU SrrMt

(Comolidated)

New York

Y(Mi

CteWH Ottnoa USli Srluly. riy

htir. U."l.A

CRLOLK" HAIR

DMttlNO.

PRICE, 9I.OO, ratalU
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LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

HAPPENINGS
I

Minor Occurrences of More Than
nary Interest.
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Southern Paclfio Fined.
Santa Fe. In the Federal Court
Judge Pope fined the Southern Paclfio
railroad $100 In each of two crises for
violating the safety appliance act.
Exposition Commission Appointed.
Santa Fe. Governor McDonald has
appointed the following exposition
commission to visit San Diego and San
Francisco to pick sites for the New
Mexico buildings:
Herbert J.
W.
Hagerman, Roswell;
T. Thornton, Santa Fe; R. E. Twitch-el- l,
Las Vegas; Mayor J. J. Ehuler,
Raton, and H. A. J astro, Demlng.
Ex-Go-

Beets and Alfalfa Look Good.
The beet crop la large
with promise. Every acre of the COO
acres of beets planted this spring Is
looking good. The beets are through
the ground, and are ready for thinning.
Alfalfa Is also doing well, and experienced farmers say the first cutting is ready. Three cuttings a year
is about the average here, but with
anything like a favorable fall, the
farmers will get four cuttings thU
year.
Maxwell.

Corrupt Practices Act.
Santa Fe. The Senate passed two
of the big Republican measures of
the session, the Crampton corrupt
practices act and the general appropriation bill. The Senate also passed
an act providing for, an annual levy
of one mill for good roads purposes;
a bill transferring the insurance department to the corporation commission; to extend the time for securing
deeds from the city of Socorro for
lands on the Socorro grant; a bill
changing the name of Whiskey creek
in Grant county to Rio de Arenas; an
act to cure defective or lost Indictments; an act giving owners a lien
for use of stallions; an act defining th9
terms of office of members pf tho
board of education; a bill providing
for the appointment of regents of the
state educational institutions; an act
to permit corporations to issue bonds
for the construction of irrigation
works; an act for the organization of
irrigation district; a memorial to Congress asking for two federal Judicial
districts. The Senate tabled the uniform child labor bill which had passed
the House, and a bill to Interfere with
logging in New Mexico streams.
Measure for Good Roads.
A good roads program,
carrying bond issues for both state
and county highways, was put through
at a night session of the Senate recently.
This program Is embraced In four
bils. Senate Bills 151 to 164, Inclusive, all of them introduced by Senator Holt, and covering every concelv-- '
able phase of the good roads problem.
'
Senate Bill 161 provides for a bond Issue of $500,000 for the construction of
a. general system of state highways,
but before the bonds are Issued, must
be approved by a vote of the peoplo
at the polls next November. Senate
Bill 162, authorizes counties to Issue
bonds for roads and bridge construction. No county Is permitted under this
'' bill to issue bonds lu excess of four
per cent of the assessed valuation of
the county, and tho Issue must be approved by a vote of the people. Senate Bill 163 creates a roads commission, composed of the governor, the
commissioner of public lands and tho
state engineer, who shall have charge
'
of the expenditure of the moneys provided for in the bond Issues. Senate
Bill 164 Is a general automobile
cense law.

Santa Fe.

11-

President Names Federal Officers
Washington. President Taft has
sent to the Senate nominations for
most of the principal federal offices
The following are
In New Mexico.
made receivers of land offices: B. C.
Hernendez at Santa F6, Manual Martinez at Clayton, E. H. Salazar at Fort
Sumner, Harold Hurd at Roswell and
Nazarlo V. Gallejos at Tucumcarl.
Registers of land offices will be:
Charles C. Henry at Fort Sumner,
Charles L. Hunt at Clayton, Thomas C.
Tllletson at Roswell, Manuel R. Otero
at Santa F6, Royal A. Prentice at Tucumcarl.
Postmaster: John P. Phluger at Santa Fe and V. R. May at Las Cruces.
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REFUSED
BOY8
TOPEKA
WEAR CAP AND GOWN.
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The bridge over the Rio Grande at
Raton has been damaged by high water.
The casino at Cloudcroft was destroyed by flames, the loss being

Washburn College Withheld Parch-- '
ment Because of This, and
Seniors Resort to Law.
Topeka, Kansas. Suit to. compel
the faculty of the law department of
Washburn college to deliver diplomas
to Waldo Morris and O. E. Waggoner,
both of Topeka. seniors in the law
school, will be filed in the Shawnee
county district court. The Btudents
allege they are entitled to the diplomas and that because they refused to
wear the "cap and gown" at the commencement exercises, the diplomas
were dented them.
The petition will cite that Waggoner and Morris were successful in
passing the regulation examinations
which entitled them to diplomas from
the law department. When the plans
for the commencement exercises were
made known, Morris and Waggoner
announced the would not wear the
"cap and gown."
The faculty members thereupon decided that the recalcitrant seniors
should not receive diplomas. ThU
stand was upheld by the board of
trustees of the college at a special
session.
The announcement of the board's
action resulted In the plans for a
mandamus suit
Both Morris and Waggoner are
from prominent Topeka families. Religious scruples held by their parents against the commencement dress
regulations is the reason they assign
for their refusal to don the "cap and
gown."

$4,000.

Alfedo Valdez, aged twenty-five- ,
committed suicide at Raton by shooting himself.
An upper valley lnterurban line
from El Paso to Las Cruces Is now being discussed.
Work has been started on a cement
Irm and settling basin for the Max
well water works.
Joseph Galley was arrested at Raton
for an attempt to hold up Juan Agul-la- r
with a revolver.
Mrs. Q. J. Helton killed three mountain Hons at the Helton goat camp on
the Animas In Sierra county.
One hundred and eighty thousand
gallons of water are being put on the
streets of Roswell every day.
Stafford Cox, who was burned by a
galosine explosion several weeks ago
at Hagerman, died as a result.
William Blevins, who lived seven
miles southwest of Lakewood, accidentally shot and killed himself.
Water Is now flowing into Lake 20,
the lake that, joins Maxwell on the
west, and it will soon be filled to the
brim.
Fritz Brandt of San Juan county
has been arrested for cattle stealing
on a warrant Issued out of the District
Court.
Three acres of melon plants were
destroyed by kangaroo rats on the
ranch of J. B. McPhersou of Sierra
county.
The Hachlta Cattle Company recentthirty-si- x
cars of .cattle
from Carrizozo, amounting In all to
over 1,300 head.
The Dawson Baseball Association Is
making an effort to put In the field
this year the best baseball team possible to organize.
a
From July 1, the postoffice at
will be In the second class, and
the postmaster will receive an advance
in salary from $1,800 to $2,000 a year.
In a scheduled twenty-rounbout at
Magdalena, the Alabama whirlwind
knocked out Bill Clark, known from
ocean to ocean as Santa Fe Bill, In
the third round.
P. M. Shelley, Bell Brothers and
others of the Gila, river section, recently shipped 597 head of young beeves to
Amarillo, Tex. The prices paid were
$22.50, $26 and $30.
shearing plant
The twenty-machin- e
of H. R. Stephens at Buchanan has
been working full blast the past ten
days and from 1,200 to 2,000 head of
sheep have been shorn daily.
The Continental Oil Company which
at Portales by the
is represented
Connally Coal Company, has called for
bids for the erection of a foundation
oil tank.
for an 18,000-galloThe creeks coming over the mountain at Virsylvla have been higher
than at any time since last August,
several of the streams overflowing
their banks.
According to prominent fruit growers of Roswell the fruit crop in the
Pecos valley this fall will eclipse all
former seasons in the history of the
apple In eastern New Mexico.
Harry Plerson, proprietor of the
Springer hotel at Springer, committed
suicide by shooting himself through
the head. He was found dead in the
rear room of a saloon by the porter.
The decapitated body of Louis
negro, was
a twenty-year-ol- d
found in a gulch near Gallup, recently.
The body was considerably decomposed and had ben partly devoured by
coyotes.
Portales Is planning to have a big
celebration on the Fourth of July.
At the request of members of the
Legislature, Jack Johnson, who Is
training at Las Vegas, recently went
d
to Santa Fe and gave a
boxing exhibition for the benefit of

PRISON FOOD

This Is a snapshot of Gen. Powell Clayton of Arkansas and J. W. Frazer
Both are members of the
of New York city, at the Coliseum in Chicago.
Republican National committee and they are old friends.

PROTEST

San Quentin, Cal.

ON POLITICS

EVERYIGNORE
CONGRESSMEN
THING BUT CONVENTIONS.

d

Occasional Calls for Quorum Interrupt Cloakroom Political Arguments Tariff Is Forgotten.
Washington, D. C Congress feels
as much like work as a small boy
who has to hoe the potatoes when the
circus is in town. It just simply has
no heart In the business. There's too
much big politics in the air.
It looks now as If the statesmen
would not be able to settle down to
their normal frame of mine and tend
to business until after both the Republican and Democratic conventions.
And then will come the Fourth of
July. So most persons about the capital have settled down to the conviction that there will be no adjournment
until the middle of July. Many believe It will run along until August.
As for getting either house or senate to concentrate on a piece of legislation, that is almost an Impossibility. Business Is done with only a
small part of the members present.
It takes hard skirmishing to get a
quorum together. When there is a
call for a quorum, there is a reluctant breaking up of political arguments in the cloakrooms, and members hurry into the chamber and
answer their names and then go out
and talk more politics.
Little Interest is manifested In what
becomes of tariff. Interest may re'
vive after the conventions, but it Is
utterly lacking at present.
ALUMINUM

TRUST

IS DESTROYED

Decree of Federal Court Puts an End
to Combinations to Control
Output or Prices.

Pittsburgh, Pa. For the purpose of
destroying the alleged substantial
monopoly of the aluminum trust, an
agreed decree was entered in the
United States district court here
against the Aluminum Company of
that body.
America. The decree abrogates alThe Chino Copper Company at San- leged unlawful contracts and the comta Rita, Grant county, has been com- pany Is forbidden to participate in any
pelled to close its mines because of a combination or agreement to control
strike. All classes of employes de- the output or prices of aluminum.
manded higher wages. The demand
The decree may be modified upon
was refused.
the production of evidence that it is
The Baca bond bill has become law. working an injustice. Application for
Governor McDonald signed the meas- modification, however, cannot be
ure and thus helped to lift from the made oftener than once in every three
taxpayers of every county, but espe- years.
cially of Santa Fe and Grant counties,
an enormous burden.
Truskett Case Again Delayed.
Dona Ana Wants Roads.
Independence, Kan. Attorneys for
W. E, Garrison, president of the
Las Cruces. At a rousing mass New Mexico College of Agriculture A. A. Truskett, charged with the murmeeting held at the court house here, and Mechanic Arts, has announced der of John D. S. Neely, asked that
arrangements were completed for the that the college would send two lec- the fourth hearing of the case be
sending of a big delegation of promi- turers to each county teachers' instt postponed until October, and Judge
nent citizens to Santa Fe to urge the tute at government expense to give In Flannelly granted the request, over
enactment of good roads and other leg- structlon in agricultural administra- the protest of the state's attorney.
The Judge held that it would be very
islation of benefit to Dona Ana coun- tion and methods and domestic
difficult to obtain a jury at this time
ty and the state at Urge.
when 'the farmers are so busy.
nine-roun-

'
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GOT HIS PRICE FOR CORN AT LAST

A demonstration

interpreted as a protest
against prison food, occurred In the
Which was

general

BUSINESS WAITS

Ar-tesl-

Bar-lngto-

CAUSED

Demonstration by 1,200 Men at San
Quentln Startled Warden
and' Guards.

ly shipped

n

TO

mess

hall of San Quentln

penitentiary at noon. The state

pris-

on board, which haa been in session
Kansas Man Held Crop Four Years, for two days, was startled by the
sudden shrieks and howls of 1,2000
Refusing Less Than 80 Cents-- Has
convipts, who braved the vrath of
100,000 Bushels.
their guards, one being killed and two
Cottonwood Falls, Kansas. After wounded.
Warden Hoyle attributed the mess
holding his corn crop which he refused to sell for less than 80 cents hall disturbance to about a dozen of
a bushel for four years, C. C. Smith, the unruly element among the prison-erone of the most widely known farmAs must have been known' to the
ers of Cedar Point, has kept his
word and was at last offered his prisoners, one of the tasks on which
price. Now he is unloading nearly the prison board is now engaged is.
the letting of contracts for prison sup10,000 bushels of corn.
For storing and holding grain for plies for the year.
long periods, Smith, undoubtedly,
holds the state record.
SERVANT
STRUCK AN OFFICER
If Smith sells all of his 10,000
bushels of corn before his new wheat Filipino at Leavenworth Known as
crop comes on, it will be the first time
Bad Man, in County Jail
in 25' years that all of his cribs and
for Assault.
granaries, wnich All a barnyard nearly as large as a city block, will have
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Alex-anjr- o
been entirely empty.
Aris, a Filipino, is now in the
Leavenworth county jail awaiting his
VOTED FOR SYMPATHY STRIKE preliminary hearing, charged with assault' upon Lieut. Daugherty. Lieut.
Railway Shopmen of Nine Crafts Daugherty, as officer of the day, was
making his rounds in Schofield hall,
Would Help Those on. Harrl-ma- n
a bachelor quarters for officers, when
Lines.
he discovered Aria In one of the
Chicago, June 8. Referendum votes rooms and ordered him to get out of
by unions of nine crafts of shopmen the building. The Filipino refused to
employed on railroads running west of leave, and attacked the officer with
Chicago show a majority for a sympa- his fists, knocking him down and
thetic strike on the Harrlman lines. severely bruising his face.
Aris has been In the United States
Next week a conference ol international officers will decide on a course a little over two years, but In that
of action. Only one union Is said to time he has become known as a bad
have favored remaining at work, but man.
a majority will make that vote inoperative, It is said. July 1 Is the MAY IMPEACH JUDGE HANF0RD
date on which action a expected to
be taken. About 100,000 employes are Representative Berger Aroused Over
Involved.
Case of Seattle Man Deprived
of Citizenship.
FOUND KANSAS COUNTERFEITER
Washington, D. C. Encouraged by
a letter from Attorney General Wick-ershaN. C. Wilhlte of Bucklin Held at
of
recommending
Wichita Outfit Taken at
the case depriving Leonard Oleson of
Hutchinson.
Seattle of citizenship because he was
a Socialist, Representative Berger of
Wichita, Kansas. The police here Wisconsin declared his intention of
have arrested N. C. Wilhlte of Buck- urging
Impeachment
proceedings
lin, Kan., and are holding him on a against United States District Judge
charge of making counterfeit $5 cer- Hanford, who decided the Issue.
tificates. He passed several of the
Oleson's certificate of naturalization
spurious biKa here and In Newton, was canceled by Judge Hanford on
Emporia and Kansas City. Detective testimony that Oleson subscribed to
Stanbrhlge got a confession from him the principles of the Socialist party.
and went to Hutchinson, where he
got the outfit. Wilhite's young wife
Sailors Elect a Japanese.
did not know her husband had been
Annapolis, Maryland. For the first
dealing in spurious currency.
time a foreign ' naval officer waB
elected an officer of the Graduates'
Cleared up a Kansas Murder.
association at the naval academy. He
Uriu of the Japanese
Erie, Kansas. The myotery of the Is
killing of John Woodruff, a young navy, who was graduated from the
farmer who lived near Savonburg, United States naval academy In 1881.
was solved by a jury In the Neosho
More Gold Into Circulation.
county district court here about midWashington, D. C The constant
night when the Jurors returned verdicts of guilty against Charles Fleener popular demand for new coins haa
and George Bundy. They were ar- caused the government to resume the
rested two weeks ago over the pro- coinage of gold, although the proportest of County Attorney Smith and by tion of bullion which the treasury la
order of Attorney General John S. authorized to hold In Its vaults hai
been reached.
Dawson, and charted wittj the crime. not
g.

Vice-Admir-
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